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Grade Point Average Determines HUSA President's Position

yet I do not feel that they are un·
Hilltop &taff'Reporter
bearable," said Calhoun. ''InIn an effort to dispel recent dividuals have been trying to dig,
rumors 't hat he is resigning, Em- I'll say dirt on me and have been
ory Calhoun, president of the Ho- asking questions such as why
ward University Student Associa- v.·asn't I at ·the convocation.
''Iwas11't: at the convocation betion (HUSA) held a limited press
cause I was making a statement
conference Wednesday.
The row of undergraduate stu- · against Thomas Bradley mayor of
dent government offices, located Loa Angeles, Ca. and his politics.
''That clears up two rumors . If I
in the BlackPurn Center, has been
abuzz with the rumor that its were to resign it would be for peryoungest president might resign sonal reasons. The word personal
means to one's self and if I were to
froin office.
''The alleged rumor that is com- reveal the reason s I was coning to me is that I have resigned," templating resigning then it
said Calhoun. ''I have not resigned would no longer be personal.
"! don't think t\lat anybody can
as of yet. I am cOntemplating the
•
idea of resi gning. I am contemplat- question m y desire to serve the
ing it very heavily at this point. students of this campus. My record
•
But then again, I don't know of any stands clear and unblemished and
HUSA president who didn't con- hopefully it will remain that way ."
·-The tone of the press conference
1 template resigning in his term of
was one of extreme intensity. It
office."
The press conference, which was lasted for a total of 14 minutes.
•
scheduled to begin at 11 a.m., was During an investigation n'o subpostponed until 3 p.m. Preseot at stantial evidence was found to con•
the press conference was Raymond firm his resignation.
However, Vincent Johns, dean
Archer, Director of Student Acti·
vities; Derek Calhoun, one of of Student Life and Activities said,
Calhoun's relatives and another "! am aware that he (Calhoun) is
A. 8,_,,,,/Hi\ltop St..tJ Photocr•pher
campus reporter. No HUSA offi- ineligible as a HUSA president.
'
.
He must remain in good academic
Emory Calhoun deniP.11 rumor~ be baa resigned i!-nd reaftfrm.11 hi11 d.ed.ication to
cials were present.
the Howard comm
ty
,
''The pressures are indeed great, standing in his term in office. He
Traci Scott
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does not meet that."
-.. . . leBB required by law." •
According to Johns he has not
Todil Shaw, research director for
received a letter of resignation HUSA said, "! agree that his
from Calhoun and ''the ad- r~signation is pending. ~mory
ministration is iiot asking for his Calhoun is trying to take certain
resignation."
_
----- testa again and to rectify hiS probThese comments raise several lem."
,
questions as to Calhoun's validity
Shaw aaid Calhoun told him a '
as a HUSA president.
few weeks ago that he might have
According to the Howard Uni- to resign.
versity Student Association ConWhen asked if he knew
stitution January 1977 under
Section 4 titled, ''Qualifications Calhoun's grade point average he
for the Election of Officers Item-3 said, ''It is not quite 2.0."
"! don't really know what he is
reads, "All HUSA elected offiq!rs
of the Executive Branch 'must be cl88Sified as,'' said Shaw.
in go1,,d academic standing in his
Calhoun waa eligible to run for
school or college at the tfme of elec- HUSA president when he filed his
tion and during his term in office." petition last semester with the
"!am legally bound from releas· office of Student Life and Activi·
ing his grade point average," said ties .
Johns. ''Basically, in a nut shell I
Bryant Moore, vice-president
cannot. The law does not say that I
for HUSA said, • Well, I waa told he
can."
might ... a 'w eek and a half ago, I
The Howard University Handam not sure of the totality of the
book, 1983-84 edition, states the reasons, but it's personal."
universityis policy governing the
maintenance of student govern- ... University and HUSA officials
ment records: '' ... information both agreed that the matter will be.·. .
contained in a student's educa- brought up at the next General
tional record file shall not be dis- Assembly meeting.
closed or used for other than auShaw said, "The General
thorized university purposes with- Assembly will have the deciding
out his ol\)l~r written consent, un· vote. It is up to them."

In \11hat is bein co11sidcrcd a
misinterprctatjo11 of set gl1ideli11es b~'
!he College of Fi~e Art s Student
Council, the rcigni1 g queen of.,,rt1at
school is nol being llo\ved to co111pete for the title ,f f\1iss Howard
University 1985-8 , according to
Valerie Can11ady Ho111ccon1ing
Committee chairm.,.n .
According to Can nady , each
school's student ~~-L1n cil \\·as givc11
guidelines fo r 1heji:fiuee11s to be able
to compere: in the ~1i ss Ho\vard
Pageant. The. first' riteria li s1ed \\'as
that the queen ha e a cum1nu la1i,,e
grade poiri.t averag of 2.5 Lori LO\'C,
y.•ho lA'as crowned ~1i ss Col lege of
Fine Arts on Satur ay, Septen1ber 14,
said that she has 2.64 G.P .A. i11
Fine Arts classes 11d a 2:33.G. P .A.
in all 01her classe here at Ho,,·ard.
Doris Arnett, the ·i 11e Art s Studc-11t
Council president, also confirn1ed
~

'

''The gc11eral gL1idcli11cs ·sho LJ l(l Art s Stu dc11t· Cou11i.:il. bL1t ··011ly· if
l1a,-c been SJJccifil.'., .. s;1id Lo\C, i11 sl1c does so :1s tilt' first rt1 1111cr-up to
re feren ce to \vhcthcr or 1101 tl1c ~l iss Fi11t' :\ rts, ·· 1101 ~·t is~ Fi11e Art ~
Ho111i:co ming Co1111i1ittce ' 'considers ~;;1id Ar11et1. '' Lori Lo,·c i~ /\l iss Co lthe cu1nulati\ c G.lt. ,.\ . fro111 311 of lege 0 1: Fi11c Art s, 1l1c recog 11 iLed
my classes here at Ho\vard or jL1s1 111)' qt1een. ••
\\'l1e11 Vada 13t11cl1cr. the Dca11 of
Fioc Art s classes. I do11'1sec110''' 1t1c
coL1rses I took \\'hen ~1ic~ol(iolog)' FinC Art s ''as qt1e~tio1 1cd , she said
'''a s nl y 111ajor l1a ve a 11 )•,thing she is 11ot able to co111n1e11t beca use
a11y1hing to do " 'ith inc being Mi ss she is not infor n1 ed 0111he iss11e.
Fi11c Ari s, '' added Lo,'e . AcCording
f\.1art11a Dyso11. assista11t regi strar
to Arilctt. the Fine Art s StL1den1 in tl1e Office of tl1e Regist rar said that
Cou11cil is 0 111)' co ncerned thnt Lori a(:cordi11g 10 tl1e co111putcr, Lori is
l1a s a 2.5 ct1111l1lati vc G. P .A. in lier stil l e11rollcd i11 t tie College .o f Liberal
Fine Art s courses. ''Each. stt1dcnt Arts. '' \V e do l1a,·c lier in the S)'Slc111
co u11cil ha s tt1e privi lege to ·interpret as a Libera l Art s stude11t, check i11g
lthe) rL1les an)''''a)' tl1ey '''ant to ... (re(..'Ords) bai.:k to t l1 c Fall of 1983,"
Dyso n said. The sa n1e scntin1en1 s
said Arnett.
· Usually 1he first runner-up i11 a \\'ere expressed b~· Vernice HO\\'ard.
pageant ,...,j\I beco111c queen if the tl1 e Directo r of the Educatio11al Adreigni ng queen is unable to pcrforn1 \'iso r}' c·e111er i11 Liberal Arts . Sl1e
lier duties a11d obligatio11s. Kt1 rc11 aclded th<1t ··appare11tl) tl1e traQsfer
\\'hite, the first ru r111cr-up 10 LO\'C, !1as 1101 go11 e througl1 because I ha,·e
is bciog allo,ved to participate in !lie r1 ot rccci\•t•d a11)' official papers to
that effect.''
~t iss Ho,,·ard Pageant b)' 1he Fi11e

7-Eleven
.'

Hilltop Staff Reporter
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II 8th Convocation
Held
•
Lhristol Po"·ell

Hilltop S1aff Reporter

.The Ho norab le Thon1as Bradley,
ma)'Or of Los Angeles was granted
the Degree of Doctor o f La,vs at che
Univer si ty' s 11 8 co nvo ca tion
•
ceren1on y last Frida}' in Cra1n1on
Auditorit1n1 .
''This is the cro\vn alid glory, "
Bradley said i11 refe rence to receiving
the a\vard fr om Ho\vard. '' Howard
is tl1e ce11ter. of lea rn ing and ex-

I
•

Boward _......,t coafen with• recraiter at• Care

r1

hploration Day iPOuorecl by.the H.U. Oftloe

ol Career PJ.anntn1 and Plac.lu1nt Weclne1i'•Y·

ccl lencc and is o ne of the most
cherisl1cd u11ivcrsities in the U.S. It
se rves as a source of inspiration

See related
story page .2
and pride from which. famous personalities in every field of human
endeavor have emerged ," he said .
Bradley has acted as an officer of
the Los Angeles Police Department.
Conlinued on page 14
•

•

Gloria Fl.o ods Sutton

Hawkins said, ''There was a vice
{a wooden Stick) in the closet that
Hilltop Staff Repor1cr
seemed to be holding up a certain
.Hurricane Gloria paid a visit to spot on the cei ling where a crack was .
Sutton Plaza last Frida y by flooding If that is what repairing was, I'd hate
to see what it would be like lhis
• a room on the I01h floor .
The room, 10 17, where Delie time."
Acco rding· 10 Madison and
Hawkins, Michelle Madison and
h.;'.nn Nutall lived was flooded. dur· Ha_wkins, two men came to their
ing the rain when the ceiling dripped. roo1n dur111g ti le seco11d week of
''There ha s to be a leakag e school, looked in the closet and said,
somew here in the penthouse, '' This is the room ''and left. We did
Madison said. The sw imming pool of receive a le1ter that emphasized tak the penthou se is directly over that ing all of our belongings out of the
closet because of a leakage there . But
room .
At 6 a.m. bowls and buckets were nothing was said about the entire
needed to catctl the water ," said room leaking'' said Madison.
According to Mendenha11, he talkHawkins . ''It also started raining in .
lhe living room area. The only place . ..:d . to William Keene, dean of·
that wasn't wet was the bathroom." Residence Life, about 5 p.m. the day
Starr Spann, who lives next door before the hurricane about their
said, ''T~e water entered this room rooms, Nutall said. ''We'te goins to
also and the 1iles on the floor are have problems,'' he told Keene .
Mendenhall doubts the room
coming up!''
Because the f(_ont desk clerk didn't would be repaired this semester.
want to wake Dorm Counselor Rev. ''The university budget deficit
John Mendenhall they instructed the doesn't have the funds to fix it now ,"
residents to remove their belongings. he said.
.
1'.eene said, '' We've had this proThe three of them moved into a
friend's double-room until they were blem before, and the roof was
given another room to stay in by the repaired, but Gloria was too much
for it .''
residence counselor .

Sleven F. Grice

•

. i top~

Howard Univenity Preeldent Jamee E. Cheek hon~musician,-~mpoMr and
producer/arranger Quincy Jonee with an Honorary Degree of Doctor of
ff11ma!"e Music at Howard'e 11Sth annual convocation ceremon~ la.st week.

their goal in light of the real
world," said Nelson.
Report.er
Nelson also pointed out that the
'
Duracell, Hurhes Aircraft, and
program is 8.imed at all students
Xerox were jus a few of the comfor tlie past five years. Representa- and not just juniors and seniors.
panies present t the Careers Ex·
'' For the gr3duate students, it
tives
passed
out
information,
and
ploration Day; I~ponsored by the
gives them the opportunity to '
in
some
cases
applications,
to jobs
Howard Unive~ity Office of Careevaluate their degr~s in terms of.
as
varied
as
marketing
to
software
er Planning ~d Placement this
their marketability. It is an oppordevelopment.
Wednesday. The event, which waa
tunity for seniors to ~etwork with.
held in the Blackburn Center
''The idea behind Careers Day is· various representatives and see
laated from 9 ~.m. to 4 p.m .
to provide the student with the who they would like to interview
Studenta we e presented with a .opportunity to talk-with represen· 'Yith, and it gives underclassmen
wide variety of careers to in- tatives of various corporations ab- the opportunity to see where the
vestigate since according to Jean· out career choices. It gives the stu- internships and summer jobs are."
ne Nelson, as istant director of dent the opportunity to evaluate
Conlinutd on page 6
P.lanning and Placement, there
were at least 130 different cor·
porations and divisions in attendance. Nelson has held this position
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Futu e Opportunities Seen
'
At Howard's Career Day
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Howard
to Build

•

•

In , a joint ve nture with the
South land Corporation, the School
of Business is currently co nstructing ·
a Seve·n· Eleven s1ore to be located on
the corners of Girard Street and
Georgia Ave.
Acco rding to Dean Milton Wilson
of the School of Business and Public
Administration the.total cost to construct and operate the :store will be
handled entirely by South land, the"
nat ional franchiser of Seven.Eleven
sto res. Ted F_a rmer, South.land's
dis1rict manager for the D.C. area,
eS1imated that it will cos! approxima!ely three hundred fifty thousand
dollars 10 build the store. The opening date for the store is tentatively set
for 1his month.
''The purpose of this project is to
·give the studen1 s employment and
scho larshi p. It will also- serve as a
1raining faci lit y in all capacities'' ,
said Wilson . According to Farmer,
all revenues genera1ed by the store
. will be donated to Howard University in the form of scholarships .
Farmer also confirmed that the store
will employ Howard students a,nd
said st udents will be trained in cost
analysis, retail management , and inventory control .
''Employment at the store will consist of a combinati~I).. of Southland
employees and Howard students. We
will try to reci:uit community labor as
well,'' said Farmer. ''It is important,
' and Southl,.and always tries to employ
people from the community. We
recognize that we have a committment to the community."
The partnership ~etween Howard
and Southland will be the first time
Southland has initiated this project.
'' This is a pilot program for us, and
if it works I fully expect that we will
, expand it to other areas, '.' said
Farmer. Southland already has in ef: feet a Program where seven hundred
eleven thousand dollars in scholar·
ship monies is distributed annually.
' Farmer admitted he did not know
what the selection process was, or
why Howard was chosen to initiate
this program . ''I suspect that
Howard was chosen because it is a
major Black institution," he said.
Student reaction to the project has
been favorable. ''I think its a good
idea because we don't have any variety stores in the area that we can run
to, and it will give the students some •
hands on training,'' said Deborah
Weaver, a senior in the School of
Business.
Despite the positive response,
several students expressed that they
did not know anything about the
store being built, or that it would be
11
affiliated
with
Howard.
1 feel that
1
this should be publicized more'' said
Agnes Jenkins. ''I didn't even know
a9ything anout it. How arc students
going to be employed there if they
don't know? 1 '
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8wde Petenon

convocation seemed much
better
•
attended thiS year than it was last
year. She attribures the turnout to

Hilltop Stair lleporte•

v~tion ~a

some free time.

One sophomore in tllr.:i<hool of
Hurricane Gloria flid not stop
Communications thinks Convocam•ny people Crom attending Ho- the presence of The Hon. Mayor tion should be an all day proceas
ward'• l 18th annual/ convocation Thomas Bradley .as the speaker. because then ahe would be able to
eeremony this year. But hurricane He gave the atmosphere a ''special stay at home and sleep. Now she
or no hurricane, sobe students vibrancy'' and his speech seemed has clssses before and after the
/'did not inrend to ··hr
' up for the to capture the audience's atten- , ceremony. She does not believe she
.event. _
tion, she said.
·is being apathetic, but merely
Choir member Je~ifer BlackHowever, Blackman concluded practical. She said Convocation
man, a aophoh:iore in 1the School of that if she ~as not a choir member, takes place about the same time as
Fine Arts who has atre11ded thrOO and if Dr. Quincy Jones was not mid-term exams and since she
convocation cerem~nies so far, receiving an honorary degree, she would not attend a party or go to a
claims '' . .. the whole ceremony is too would have been absent. ' 11 movie during this time, she would
the same ritual eveq year and the would have taken that time to not attend convocation either.
topics di8CU88ed have already been complete assignments and do
She also thinks the topics dis1
uhausted. ''
·
some more studying," she said.
cuased are too predictable and abShe continued t9at from her
Other students claim thao the stract. ''The whole affair is too
1
vantage point on top of the sJitfe. Qnly &enefit they get out of Con- ostentatious anyway, and its just
not for me,' she said.
Other Students interviewed
•
seemed to share her sentiments as
one student said emphatically
'
that she had other engagements
•
and that the ceremony did not
•
warrant her presence.
June King, a School of Communications sophomore said,,
''President Cheek and the Board of
1
Trustees are not going to take my
mid-term exalns for me. I have to
use that time to study and (Convocation) would be broadcasted on
WHUR and WHMM any way so
GPU NJ:.ear is apptying advanced concepts in a variety
what's the big deal of being there.''
of technolpgies and disc iplines to generate safe and
economic81 power tor prese(ll and future needs.
Glenn Goddard, an engineering
senior, commented he has been to
J:~ry ~·- car_eer oppo~unities are now available for
a couple of Convocation ceremoncandidates seeking technical growth and professional
;,· I
ies before and he would rather not
"""'9'1 " .
go again. He believes that during
I
the event everyone gets excited
qN-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
and radiates with good intentions
due to inspiring speeches and the
. I WILL BE HELD
prestige of the occassion, but, it is
WEPNESDAY, OCTOBER 16
•
all a facade to him .
As soon as the last applause is
,on/act the Placement Office
over, the speech and its intentions
for further details
are forgotten.
Other students claim that they
took the time to hang out with
friends, stay at home, write letrers, catch up with some reading
and just relax. As one student puts
it, ''Some people may ettjoy dressGENE~AL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION
ing up in fancy clothes and sitting
100 lnte,.P,.ce Parlcway, Parsippany, NJ 07054
through an hour of ritUals, that's
-I.
fine . However, that would conFr cing the future with confidence
stitute torture to me, so to each his
An Equal Opportun1!y Employer
own."
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Xi Chapter, Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
and

-

Alpha Chapter, Omega Psi Phi Fraternity. Inc.
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Homecoming Kicks Off
Robert Frelow, Jr.
Hilit.op Staff Reporter

In an effort to recognize the various changes Howardit:es encounter, the 1985 Homecoming
celebration will be presented under the theme "Metamorphoiis."
According to the Homecoming
Committee Chairman Valerie
Cannady, ''The theme was chosen
because Howard students are al
about a positive change. We (the
Homecoming Committee( feel that
this theme represents the Howard
student body as a whole."
This year's celebration will kick
off with a pre-homecoming Happy
Hour today at the Howard Inn
from 5 to lOp.m. The next event
will be a pre-Homecoming party

on Thursday, October 10th from 9
p.m. to 2 a .m. at the Kilim~afo
Heritage Hall and an· International Day Dinner in the
Blackburn Ballroom from 7 p.m. to
2 a .m. the next day. The dinner
will feature dishes from various
countries.
Several events are acheduled for
Saturday, October 12th and International Day begins these
festivities. ''Tentative activities
for this day include seminars on
immigration, study abroad programs, international finance and
employmeIJt, interriational
health- ''Food as a WeapOn,"
World Politics- ''Terrorism: A Progressive Prospective," a soccer
match, · and an authentic Islamic
Continued' on page IS
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EAGLE BARBER
SHOP .

•

Six courteous barbers to:serve
you!

•

•

,
1
•
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The National ABBociation fo.r
the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), having been nonexistent on campus for five years, is.
making a oomeback fu'the Howard
University community.
This year, according to Joel Collier,' the tentative president of the
Howard University chaprer, the
NAACP will be one solid voice for
Howard and the Black community
at large.
·
·
The NAACP was founded in the
late 1800s early 1900s ·to look
· o.ut for the new right.a of Biacks, ,
especiillly in the face of the Jim
Crow laws, said Collier. · ·
'1t (NAACP>' is veiy 'much like
the frarernities and sororities. It is
not.just operative on this campus.
The NAACP is on the other major
university CBil)puses in the area,
and a chaoter exists in everv maj91"
city in the country,.. he said ..
,.___ 'The ni&lri thrust of oUr work
will be for the students. First, we
want to make the campus aware
that we do exist, that we have been
away but now we are back. We
hope that we shall raise the consciousness of the student popula·
tion to a deg1ee ....
"Tentatively, we ·are· planning
an NAACP weekend, where we
will try to get noreworthy speakers to come and express their
views,on things,.. he said. "And, we
plan to unite with the other college
chaprers. We have a lot of ideas
goingt paticularly with our nearest chapter. Georgetown."
· Collier emphasi7.ed that the current executive board for the Howard chapter is temporary_, and
that in the spring this board will
elect an effectual·board. ' !
Herbert LOng, sophomore, is the
vice-president of the executive
board. Troy White, Jf()phomore, is
the treasurer and sargeantat-arms. The executive chairman is .
Kenneth Hawley, and Natasha
Dorsenville is acting as executive
secret.ary.
,
, ·
.. ''Basically we put ourselves
together to get people in the chapter ," said Collier. "We are starting
from scratch, literally. I can't see
where we can offer any material
gains right now, but you (the stu· dent) will not only be helping your
community and ~niversity, but
you are helpirig yourself.
"You are dealing with people,
working with the NAACP, gain·
ing hands-on experience in management 8.nd management positions, y9u are involved in comIni ttees working with money,
working with. activities to raise
money, and further activities 11sing
money gairied from activities to
raise more money, .. he said .
According to Collier, the rentative executive board has put in an
application for the Blackburn
Cenrer Forum, as the base of operations. Thursday, October 10 is
the dare set for the Howard Uni·
versity chapter to begin action. ·
"We will hold a .meeting there
(at the Blackburn Forum, Thjjpday, October 10) at eight o'cl3ck
p.m. · until ten o'clock p.m., or
however long it takes,'' he
streased. ''We implore the student
population and student organize ...
tions to turn out for this event because we want very much their
support and input, and to know
that in the fuqire we will be able to
work with them harmoniously ...
Collier noted that the Howard
chapter's organizational structure
will be modeled after the national
NAACP structure. It will work, he
said, from the
. executive board
down to the heads of tit• various
committees, and from theae com·
.

-

YOUNG LADIES TO HAVE THEIR HAIR BRAIDED BY STUDENTS
AT THE C~n~~aC.. TRAINING INSTITUTE
540 I FOURTEENTH STREET, N.W.
THE NATION 'S ONLY NATURAL HAIRCARE SALON,
PROFESSIONAL HAIR BRAIDING AND TRAINING CENTER

•

0

•

Sheraton Washington Hotel
Woodley Rd. at Cof'.lnecticut Ave.,
,N.W. Washington, D.C.
S12 In advance
S15 at the door
•
lckets wallable at
C amton Auditorium

swr Reporter

ANTED

Friday, October
18, 1985
-.
.
at the

•

2800 Georgia Ave., N.W .
OPEN 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
TUESDAY · SATURDAY
Phone 745-9159

Arthur Simpkins
James E. Neal
Master Barber
Master Barber
Leon E. SprattMaster Barber
Ernie Myers
R.D. Dixon
Master Barber
Master Barber
•
Floyd Farmer
Master Barber
9 a.m.-6:30 p.m.
9 a.m.-6:30 p.m.

-

••

Paul S. Burley

Althouah the park~
Ina meten have been
removed from the
•b eet In front of the
Admini•tration
Buildtn1 and the
•Im that once uid
"One Way.. ta.. been
replaced by • •Ian
that DOW Uyl '"Two
Way,.. motoriltl continue to park alona
' the llide of the ib eet
while motor vehicle
traffic enforcer•
occupy their time
alvlnr out parktn1
ticket.I.

•

•

•

I

•

!(II Styles are pre-selected and all students are monitored by

Licensed Professional Braiders

/

9:30 pm to 2:30 am
*Cash Bar
* Free Buffet
*Live DJ

$ 45. oo(includes extensi?ns)
VISA • MASTER CARD • CHOICE • AMERICAN EXPRESS HONORED (Sony No Checks)

Call 723·1827 and make your appointment today!
Faculty, Staff f, Adm.inistration . Welcome

~nrow1 <I .;;,,a
Fourteenth Street, N.W. • Washington, D.C.rcorner o1 Jen'ersonJ

723-1827
I
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Friday's Focus: ·

•

•
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Prisoner
Reforni Ex cells
.
.

Rachel L Swarna
Hilltop St.aft' Reporter

Two men argue intensely over
potential locations for new
businesses while their classmates
sit at another table carefully
following stocka in The New York
Times. Only a few rooms away, about fifteen blue-uniformed men
work quietly over digital electronic equipment. A typical university
scene? Not quite. Barbed wire
curling through high steel fences
is visible through a window .
Meanwhile, a woman Sits silently
in a tower overlooking the facilitv
with a shotgun in her lap. This is
the Second Ch8.nces for Ilnp~ed
Education and Job Preparedness
program in progress a the Occoquan facility of the Lorton Prison
in Virginia.

••

•
•

8lnee March 1884 the Second Chance• for Improved Education and Job PreparecineN Procrtm .h a• more than quadrupled ln pardclpftlon.

Initiated in October 1983, the
program is intended to provide
second chances for prison inmates
through academic and vocational
educatiorr,job preparation, and job
placement. Such programs have
been in the public eye lately as the
prison overcrowding situation in
the District jails worsens. Presently, approximately 6,485 people are
located in. D.C. prison facilities
with a carrying capacity of only
5,640. Mayor Marion Barry is in ·
favor of building a new prison in
the District to combat the overcrowding problem, but a D.C. prison study commission voted
against his suggestion in favor of
alternatives to incarceration.
The Second Chances _program
offers a variety of courses. The Occoquan facilitYalone offers academic

Hilltop

suJ.tr Report.er.

·

in-arm on the embassy grounds
singing ''We Shall Overcome."
My Jes Y. Link, a member of the
Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights, arranged for the group's
release. They left the Second Dis·
trict headquarters, 3320 Idaho
Ave. NW, an hour later.
Before the demonstration, Jackson said the student body at Howard are disappointingly apathetic
about the Free South Africa movement, while students from American, Georgetown, George WashinRton. and Catholic University
participate in protests. _He said
probably 70 percent of the protesters are White liberals who will
debate any issue, along with some

ca who are suffering," Jackson
said.
Jackson said that Howard students may not be responsive because "they want to party and look
good or claim to be in the booka."
He added that students don't feel
pressed because things aren't
literal!:,: in their backyard.
Black organizations need to
educate their immediate memberships and get people out to support the movement, Jackson said.
The Greek organizations have a
particular reswnsibility·; he explained, because they were founded to address Black social issues
and to give service to the Black
community. Jac;:kson challenged
other Greek fraternities and ·.
sororities to take a stand, as the
Sigmas have.
Richards delivered a speech de-

Fiv·~ membe~s of the Alpha
chapter, Phi
Sigma Fraternity, Inc. and~~~ Sigma Starlet
were arrested l~t Friday after a
peaceful demons ration in front of
the South Afric n embassy.
Members of t e fraternity and
its sweetheart ourt participated
in a protest m h ~ponsored by
the Congressio al Bl.ack Caucus
and the Free Sduth Africa Movement, joining thF.ir rally B.t Federal Triangle; b'tween 23th and
14th and Pennsylvania Ave. NW,
before-going to~he embassy.
John Jackson Wayne Richards,
Courtney Lind , Howard Ringer,
David Diggs arid Karen Gaither genuine movement supporters.
were taken intO custody by .D.C. ''But it's our responsibility to be
Metropolitan PJlice officers with- out here, because it's our Black
out incident
r standing arm- brothers and sisters in South Afri-

lll:tf'

-·

'

•••

Cassancb'a Ward

courses such as reading, science, Thomson is taking the digital elecmathematics, social studies and tronics course. "The clw teachee
computer lab as well as vocational
me elementaiy electtonica and recourses like graphic arts, pair; it ia an outstanding coune."
landscaping and gardening, diResident Courtney Paine adgital electronics repair and busi- mitted he had not been too in· 1
neBB typing. Other prison facilities terested in the electronics clau at
offer such diverse vocational first.
•
courses as culinary arts, barber"! didn't think that rd like it."
ing, dental technology and ciarpen· he said. "Now I eajoy it very much.
try. Principal James Hare of the rm almost halfway through the
program at Occoquan said resi- course and definitely want to get
dent.a are encouraged to partici- · into electronics as a career."
pate in the program.
The Occoquan facility also
"We encourage them to get in- boasts a library and computar lab
volved. They' know it's a way to which is used to support the basic
improve themselves, and ifthey do education of the reaidenta.
<
well they may be recommended for
Since its inception, the Se wnd
early release," said Hare.
Chances program has expanded
"! think it's a wonderful pro- greatly. The number of reaidenta
gram," said Kim Thomson, a resi- in the D.C. facilities enrolled in
.dent at the Occoquan facility.
Continued Qn page 16

claring the fraternity's commitment to denounce apartheid and
its willingness and eagerness to
help ensure the quick end to that
policy of racial separation before
•

going to the embassy. Ira Stohlman and Cecily_counts of TransAfrica, who helped coordinate the
demonstration, then had the participants station themselves in
front of the embassy. They were
arrested within five minutes.
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Jackson stressed his hope that
the Sigmas' actions would send a
poignant message to the White
House and to the students of Howard University. The fraternity is
•
planning another protest de1
monstration late in Oc.t ober in
which Jackson said he hopes many
'
.
w. ~To Hilllqi
other organizations and in- Local memben of fhi Bet. Sipla Fnternlty protfftina: a& the Soutb African
Embaaay.
dividuals will participate.
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Congressional Black Caucus Highlights

R ·aganomics and the Cities ·
Cassandra Ward
Hilltop Staff Reporter

''Reaga is an S.0. B., we all know that . So what
are we goi(lg 10 do, cry about it? No, and we don ' t
let those q~ her S.O. B.'s use hin1 as an excuse not
to get things." Illinois re'presentative Richard
Newhousej111ade these observations i11 refere nce to
Reagan' s 1'era of re1·re11chmen1 '' , the response of
Blafk ma ~oTs'to the budget cuts, and racial ~olitics
during a !Orum held las1 \veek a1 1he Washington
Hilton HJtel.
Illinois State Senator C larence Mi1 chell, Dr.
Ronald alters, professor of po litical science at
Howard ni versity, and Dr. Linda \Villi an1s of the
Joint Cen er f9 r Political Studies '''ere also members

of the panel which addressed ''The Impact of
Reaganomics on Cities with Black Mayors'' during the 15th_Annual Legislative Weekend of ·ihe
Congressional Black Caucus Foundation.
The focus of the discussion was the need for
voters who elec1 Black officials to help those leaders
to diver! resources in the direction of the Black
economic community . Newhouse said there is a
11cc;d "for supPortive, ra1her than destructive control
of elected officials by the electors to reach goals of
co mmunity interest - dollars. It was also indicated
!hat Black electors must be responsible to the Black
officials so they can be effec1ive.
Newhouse said federal cuts in domes1ic spending
(e.g. grant aid and payments to individuals) underc ·,1111i11ufil •111 11:11tt 9

•

Tai Reform: A Black Burden
Yvonne Brooks
Hilltop Staff Reporter

''Let u understand that 1hc tax code ove r the
long run can provide us with opportunities to
benefit· lo _an,d moderate income Bl ack famili~s."
said Robe[J-Greenstein , director of the Ce nter on
Budget arfd Policy Priori1ies, at a Co ngressional
Black CaUcus· Brai111rust held last Friday .
Hosted by Congressman Alan Wheal (DMissouri)•, ''Tax Reform: Burden of Black
Families'~ was lhe theme or this Braintrust held as
part oft e Caucus annual legislative weekend .
''The 1 end has been leaning towards placing the
tax burden on the middle class," said Wheat . ''The
1981 tax du't went to the upper class, made it better
for the pbor and harder for the middle class.''
1

The fir!' .segment oft.he Brain trust was dedicated

''The Black Family: a Social and Economic Picture." According to a Census Bureau report ·provided at lhe forum, by guest panelist .Samuel
Johnson of the U.S . Bureau of the Census, ''The
Black population has continued its progress in the
areas of education, health, home ownership and in
the income levels of married-couple families. Yet
in other areas, Blacks have shown little progress.
The report stated,.''They have experienced high
rates of unemployment, sharp increases in divorce
and. separation., substantial rises in the number of
families maintained by women and the number of
_.. persons living in poverty. In addition, wide gaps remained between Blacks and Whites in most social
and economic areas .
According ' to Dr. Harriette McAdoo of the
Howard University School of Social Work, pover-

.

c •.,,,;,"'" on •••• •

F male and Male Relations
Juanita l;'hompson
Hilltop Staff Repor1er

•

•

Theiss e of female and male relationships is not
a new on~ in Black cor:nmunities. It is obvious that
Black relrtionships are vulnerable.
However, not so ot>vious, accbrding to Dr.
Audrey BLChapman, a family therapist and human
relations ) trainer at HOward University, is the
''master Rian'' of white society which seeks to widen
the gap ~tween Black men and women.
This ··~aster plan'' along with the issue or Black
self-ident ty, were the overriding themes in a

seminar

part of the Congressional Black Caucus

I
•

Legistlative \\ieekeild and attended by more"fhan
100 people on Sept. 27 at the Washington Hilton
Hotel.·
Chapman and Dr. John Johnson, organizational
consultant and professor of special education at
1,JDC, were the speakers of the seminar - ''Black
Female/ Male Relationships.''
According to Dr. Frances Cress Welsing, noted
psychiatrist and audience participator, the problem
,between Black men and women is not that he does
not have enough cash or that she ain't fine enough.
Welsing said, ''There's a dynamic force of white \
supremacy that is coming down determining that

these two people (Black male and female) not come
C011i1"'4t on p.1•e 9

•

Oct. 7 6:30-7:45pm
, ''Pooling Our Collective Resources,
Hilltop Lounge

•

•

I

Tuesday; Oct. 8 7:00pm
J
''Hovyard University: Why We Ar~~ Here.''
Undergraduate Library Lecture Hall · ·

J

•

'
•

Wednesday October 9 7:00pm
''Black Greeks!''
Blackburn Center Ballroom
'
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WHllN WE
A.NCrE OUR "THOucrHr l'A"TIEllt.i, IT w .ILL
UIANG-E OUR A'TT"l'TUDG, Wl\IGH WILL IN "TVl!N <.IWl!rii
OUR SE.HA.II oR .'THEN' WE ARI& REAP'/ fo~ ~TION !!

Me , amorphosis

f""ier

•
There is a somewhat differe nt message being COO\'eyed via th~s
· year 's Hom coming celebrat ion. As man y of yo l1 n1a ~· alrca~}'
know, the theme of o ur annual

'

By defini ion, metam orphosis is·a marked cl1ange or 1ra11sfo rmation in appearance, c hara c te~ ,· cC! nd ~t ion, _or. I l l 11ct io11_. Ma11 ) '

It l1as bee11 es tima1 cd that 1he tt).e11 , sc ho lars have found in Egyp·
United States has 20 to 30 rnillion tian Eschatology a 1rinity and unit y
people at: Afri can descent residing ·as well BB a belief in punishment
"''ithin it s borders. And o ut of those and everlasting.life .
numbers. \\'ell over 95 percent arc -Al so~ on the walls of the Temple
Christia11s, a 11d they \\'ill join the rest of Luxor, there is inscribed by
of the Cl1ris1ia11 '''orld in obser\'ing Pharoah A1nenhotep Ill (1.5 38- 1501
Decen1b.er 25th as the birthday of B.C. ), the birth o f Horu s, the Eg )'P·
Jesus C hri st. There J1as 11ot bcc11 one tian god, by his.mother Isis the virgin
ot her hi storical figlire \vho has receiv- goddess. Ho rus and Jesus have a lot
ed as r11uch recog11itio11, prai se, and in con11non, the o nly differc11ces bei11g their 11 an1es a11d tha l the -Ho rus
s 1 or~' appears to have predated 1he ac Troy Stewart
tual life of Jesus. l 'he wall pi ctures
t111questi o11ed loya lt y b)' Black peo- the Holy Bjrth in four scenes, very
ple in this he111i spt1ere th an Jesus n1u ch lik e the C hris1ian representaC hri st. HO\\'ever, o nl y a fe,v o ut of tions. There is the Annunciation and
all those nu1nbers v.'ould e\ en begin the lmm acula1e Co·nception of the
to questio11 wheth er Jesus was Black Virgin Isis, and there is also the Birth
or \vheth er his teachings "''ere of and Adoration of the Child Horus.
Africa n origins. Christiani!)' as Black Horus, like Jesus, is supposed to
people kno'v it, meaning as gi\'en to represent the ever-coming Son by the
them by 6uropeans, is not true Chris- eternal Father, his n1ission being the
tianity , because C hri stianity as 1 savior of mankind . For further infororiginal!)' given 10 the world was · ma1ion on the subject, the reader is
Africa11 . In very si mple term s, I am advised to consult the works of
saying that Chris1iani1y has its origins Gerald Massey and John G . )ackson.
So some of the most prominent
in Africa.
C hristianit y got its star1 among an- elements of C hristianity did exist in
cient Africa ns 011 the Nile many years Africa before the time of Christ even
before the actual birth of Jesus Christ righl down 10 the s1ric1 laws and
himse lf. From the time of the" first morals that true Christians are suppharoah (3000 B.C. ) and even before posed to live by .

may ask hoW this relates to our 1nst11ut1o n and 11s co n s11tt1 en1.s.
We firmly ~elieve that .our campus, as " 'ell as our con1n1urfil'. Y·
is in urgent 9eed of a P?si1ive and progre~siv~ ch.ange, or metamorphosis. We fire not sayin g that we as an 1ns111ut1o n have no1 made
. positive strides to date , but we clearl y see the 11eed for redcdicati11g
ourselves t forging ahead \vith e\'e11 111ore ' 'igor i11 tl1e days to
come.
The chan es \\'e speak o f today cannot be read il y detected. lik e
items of Cl th·ing or other n1aterial po sseso;io 11 ~. The~· ca111101 be
purchased i 1hl- campus store or found i11 an~· o f tl1e arc;1 OL1tlet s.
These cha~g:es ca n only occur in th e mi11 d. Thcrt' r11t1s1 ~e a
metamorp~os i s of thinking 0 11 our ca n1pt1s. \\/c ffil• SI 1ra11slor111
from apat~y 10 awareness; fron1 co111pla·cency to co11ccrn; a11d
from an in~ividual view to a collective 011e . So n1e of tis co 11sider
these prob.!ems to be overstressed , bu1 as long1 as they ex ist the}·
must cont ~nue to be addresses.

1

Homecoming is a time when pas1 , present and even future
students cp llect at our common nesting place 10 review che
achieveme~ts of those who have left, monitor the progress of thost
who remain, and prepare the outlook for those who have yet t.C:>
come. Weisuggest that this precious time be utilized as a period
of reasserfion. At this time we can analyze the changes that we
have mad~ up to this point, casting out the nega1i ve aspects and
placing gr~ater emphasis on the posi1ive ones.

pa~h

Ou;
is clear. The role of ou r Institution must al\\'ays· be
one of p~ducing individuals who are knowledgeable enough to
see the ill facing them a11d those who share 1heir conditions, and
committ enough to use their acquired skills to al leviate 1hese '
problems j Simply, our university mus1 fo rever be about the
business 3f not only educating, but of mak ing indi vidual s responsible as l e11 .

According to Professor Locksley
D.M. Geoghagen, in a report put out
by Sepia magazine, Jesus Christ
him self was taught by ancien1
Africans . Geoghagen states that the
time in Jesus' life from ages 12 to 33
that goes unaccounted for in the Bi ble \Vas spent in the African Mystery
School.
.
The ancient Africans w.ho created
this system had educational lodges in

Africa and in many parts ofthe Middle East. Geoghagen holdS that this
is where Jesus received most of his
teachings, directly and indirectly. In terested readers are advised to consult ''The Aquarian Gospel of Jesus
Christ'' by Levi, ''Jesus Christ ~uper
Psychic'' by Tiemeyer, and ' 'StOleri"
Legacy'' by James.
/

Professor Ibrahim Noshy, in his

monumental work ''The Coptic
Church: C hristianity in Egypt'' tells
the s tor y of how C hri stian
Monasti cism (hermit life) has its
origins in Africa ai:nong the Egyptian
Ch ristians of the Coptic Church. This
was around 350 A. D. It should also
be pointed out that Africa gave to the·
Christian world many oTffi thinkers
and freedom fighters.
For example, there was St .
Augustine born at Tagaste, Numidia

Throu~hout

the series of events that are now a tradition o n our
campus, t no time do we want you to forget the underlying mean ing of ou celebration. Whenever we can come toge1her and share
experien sand development s, we should never use thi s time unwisely . e ask all of you to take time out during 11 days of
Homecoming to gauge your individual gro,,·th and de'velopment
and its r~lationship· to others. Hopefully, the most important
metamor~hosis of the week will no1 occur at the various fa ci litie.$
on and ~ ff campus that will hou se the events, but in 1he mjnds
of those of us "''ho make up the Howard com muni1 y.
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Wor'd Bank: Tool of
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Editor-in-Cjhief
Carol ·D.1inn

'

The day before, a United Nations
official had tola the group of journalists I was traveling with that the
answer to Africa's problem is ''a sort
of neocolonial solution.'' He seem-

'
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~itor are read

with interest, though space may no1 allow us to print each
one. SubmissiMs
should be typed and double-spaced, and l"IO longer than SOO won:ts. The
1
dNdlinefor
tsMondayS p.m. Write: The Hilltop, 2217 Fourth Street, N.W., WashingkJn, D.C. 2005 .
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While in Mali thi s summer I had
lunch a1 the home of a high ranking
\Vorld Bank official. He is an
American. His assistant direcior ,
who is a Malian, was alSo there.
Af1er: fini shing a plate of Nile
Perch, this American officia l leaned
back" in hi s chair and pontificated
about his would-be-sa1isfactio11 if
··,ve' ' co uld just get Mali to feed i1se:lf
by the end of this century.

Michael Warr

Witt Jiil

Managing Editor
Lanita Pact

::::.:~-~cw
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Christianity's AncientAfrican. Origins
.
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''Metamorp osi s. ''
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ingly acted as a U.S. P.upPet. On Ju- power provided is in the form of doc- had been granted to 280 cooperatives '
ly 17, 1979, Dictator Anastasio tors, teachers and technicians . As of and to 320 individual Peasants. Water
Somoza resigned under duress and March 9, 1982, there were 2,000 had been extended to 52,000 homes
fled the counrry. On July 18, Fran- Cuban military and security advisors, aiid electricity extended to 13,000.
cisco Urcuyo, who had assumed 500 Cuban medical advisors, 600 . Nine thousand and six hundred peopower ;in Somoza's absence, an- ~uban government advisors, 2,200 ple had benefited ~Ill a ~
nounced his intention to remain in Cuban teachers and 750 Cuban con- program. ln July of 1983, The New
power. However, a rebel junta which struction workers. ~ased upon York Times reported that farmers in
had been formed in exile took power available data, no American teams the border areas would receive titles
and Urcuyo fled to Guatemala. On arrived to fulfill the same capacities. to the land which would be worked
July 23, tiOCuban doctors "arrived to
The Somoza family seized most of in cooperatives, and the armS to d'ibegin implementing health reforms . Nicaragua's wealth, including a land · fend it. Defend the land they must,
Ute United States
of
America.
-Based upon the available data, no area about the size of Massachusetts. · ·for the U.S. has funnelled money to
The Reagan administration's American doc1ors arrived! to fulfill Meanwhile, 200,000 peasants were the ''contras'', promoting raids from
policy toward Nicaragua is one of the same capacity .
1
landless. The pre-revolution illiteracy Honduras and internal unrest .
''covert'' aggression, threats, and
Advocates of a milita.ristic policy rate was 60-70 percent. The nation's
The Nicaraguan people are
intimidation. Nicaragua seems to vis-a-vis Nicaragua argue that it is major causes of death were gastro- prepared and they have been armed.
be saying in return: ''We will not dangerous to have communism too intestinal disease's,· infant maladies, They have participated. in armed'
allow you to force us to return to near American · borders . They and parasitic diseases. This is what struggle before and know how to
our previous state of poverty, dis- subScribe to 1he position Sena1or America supported and, apparently, fight a war against formidable
ease, and dependence .'' After a John Eas1 (R-N.C. ) articu lated in an w~at the right-wing fascists would enemies. The masses hav'e too much
to gain by supporting thC Sandanistas
careful analysis of the facts avail- interview wi1h U.S. Ncv.'s and \Vorld like to see again .
America's fir st warning about its and too much to lose by allowing
able, one can conclude that those Report magazine . East said, ' ' This
extension of Soviet po,ver onto th e Nicaraguan policy came on August their country to fall back into a neowho truly love freed.om andjustice
mainland·of our hen1i spl1ere is a geo- IO, 1979 v.·hen Depllty Interior colo niali st status. lhe U.S. is simply
should support the Sandanista political threa1 to !he Uni1ed States.'' Mini s1er Eden Pas1ora told a meeting going to have to accept Nicaragua's
Revolution and abhor the current
Nol ever)'One in the U.S. govern- of U.s. · officials 1hat if Nicaragua bid for independence. Nicaragua will
administration's attempt to oust men t share East' s vie\\'. Expressing could not get arm s from the U.S ., no longer 'illlow the U.S. to rape it of
the legitimate government of the an opposing opinion, Sena1or To m t~en it y,•ould turn to the Soviet bloc;:. its w~alth and human resourses or
Harkin (D-lo\va) stated to U.S. News ~
Nicaraguan people.
Despite the odds, however, the run its policies. It is evident that
Tl1e vul1ures in the ·Whitc House. and World Report : ''Every Pentagon Sandanista Revolution has brought despite the Reagan administration's
a nd o n Capitol Hilt cannot seem to claim as to the arms Ni caragua has s ub s tantial changes for the claims, the U.S. has no concern for
understand that people do grO\V tired go1ten and the size of its armed forces Nicaraguan mass.e s. As early as the well-being of the people of
of bei ng don1inated by U.S. im - has been completely refuted by a March 24, 1980, the government Nicaragua, only for the financial Prope ria lis n1 and economic interests, the number of nonparti san groups.'' Ac- launched its literacy campaign . Ac- fit. Let's hope the U.S. learns its
co ffee pla nt ers i11 the partict1\ar case cordin g 10 The Woll Street Journal, . cording to later estimates, 100,000 lesson from Nicaragua, because lookof Nicaragua. ·rhcse econon1ic in· most o f the arms received by 1he San - volunl eer literacy workers, who were ing at the world today. it seems inda11istas fron1 MosCO\v are o ld . Pro- re leased from school for six monlhs evitable that more nations will throw
ter~s!s e11jO)'ed the backi11g of the
U:S. ~1 <1 ri11cs from 1911 10 1933 . portionJ\ely, the number o f So,,iet 10 participate, reduced the nation's il - off the yoke of imperialism.
Then 1l1e U.S. stau11chly backed the a;dvisors found in Nicaragua is literacy ra1e to 12 o r 13 percent. By
M•. Alston ii an editorial
for
So111oza fa111il)' dy nast)', \\•hi ch '''iii - n1inimal . f\1ost of the C uban' man - New Year' s Eve 1982, 600 land titles
the HJJhop.
~

0
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Nicaragua: The Righteous Revolution
American
involvement
in
Nicaragua has persisted 1hroughout
this century. Since the 1979 Sandani sta Revolution, this generation
has witnessed an assortmen1 of views
and policies relating to this small
Central American · nation. Bordered
by Honduras to the north and Costa
Rica to the south, this country now
faces ajtgression from the world's
mightiest yet most corrupt nation,

.

'

'

on•Ed!WWP19!ol.,.,.Hilllof>dono1 nf)Ce-ily ~ lheop;ni<lnool~ Univen;ty. itl
'

at d ........ lhe llllop ~Of die~ body."

'

in A.O . 354, · who throUgh his
writings set the moral doctrines of the
C hristian Church . There was also
Tertullian (A.O. 155-222), who was
responsible for addres~ing the relationship between Chris!ianity and
man 's socio-economic conditions.
In conclusion, Chrjstiaility has Its
origins in Africa . Everyone must be
clear an that and. makc.JtO rniSta.ke
about that. However, the way Chris·
tianity is practicbi bY' Blacks and
Whiles in todav's soc iety is not how

'

it was originated and practiced by
Africans .
· In ancient Africa, it
was used to fight against the
established, oppressive statei to ensure that the social needs of all the
people (not just some) Were ~et.
Christianity was used by ancient
Africans to fight against Roman imperialism. Who is using it to fi~ht
against imperialism today? And with
respect to' Black peoples' involvem~nt
in Christianity today, the only thing
I can say is that there must be a question of African redemption.
Mr. S&ewart 1- a 11186 p-adua&e of
Howard.'1 School of Com.munlcatlona
and an up and comln& African

blatorWL
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Und~rdev~lopn1ent

had a lready been 1ried . So we asked millions. from starving .''
salaries. The directors of these agen1he Malian assistant director of the
The official tried to change the cies and the U.S. Ambassador· in
World Bank what he 1hought ·about subject to a safe topic that everyone Bamako told us quite frankly that
that. ·1
could agree on, like how awful it is they were in Mali to make it a model
''Well," he said, ''if you asked my that President Ronald Reagan is for the rest of Africa, an alternative
mother that question, ,she would say spending so much money on the to Ethiopia, through such acts as
bring the French back . We are worse ' military while Malians are going ''liberating grain prices.'' That is lctoff now . If you ask me, I say hell no . hungry. He excused , his assistant ting prices skyrocket so some in- ·
The reason we are in rhe state we are director for being so ''emotional'' dividual can turn a profit.
in today is because the FrCnch were and warned him that there werejourAnother World Bank stroke of
here in the first place. ''
nalists at the table. He did everything genius imposed on Mali is a regulaHe then turned to the World Bank but rationally refute the Malian's tion that eliminates the guarantee of
official and calmly said to him, ''You argument, because he coul~ not .
a government job to university
see, the way you· look at develop~ent
The Mali)ln had struck at the heart graduates. When asked wh8t
in Mali ~nd the way I look at 1t as of the problem and continued to h~pr_en~ to_ tlie . s~udents · WhQ have
a Malian is very different. When we argue his point. The World Bank and nQ job, the WorlCI Bank_official ·
..
Malians tell the World Bank that we the U.S. Agency for International 1replied, ''That is not our concern. We
need a dam built in Mopti , you say Development are not in Mali to assist , are not a social organization.''
it is not economically feasible. We Malians . They are there to feed on
Mr. Warr ill a Cldcqo-Mssll
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'Letter. to the Editor

Cosby Show Portrays Positive Roles
It seems that once again Blacks on a White show in ''Blackface." Are
television are in vogue. Not since the the show's critics saying that a proI 960's when the Civil Rights move- fessional Black couple is not
ment was in full force, have Blacks believeable to the American public or
been portrayed in a positive light in are they saying the people would
a weekly series. During this time ·prefer not to see them?- On either
period, viewers were able to see a count, they arc wrong. The ''Cosby
Black nurse on i. Julia'' and a Black Show'' has remained in the Nielsen's
electronics expert on ''Mission Im- •top ten almost from its inception.
possible. ••' Jn the coming season, each
For practital purposes, the ''Cosby
network will be airing a situation Show'' does not portray every urban
comedy with B)ack families as the Black family. What the show docs is
central characters. Any 1intelli1ent . portray their dreams and aspirations
viewer knows that .th~ ne~ shows on alona with giving positive role models
ABC and CBS are due to the pop- to follow. ''The Cosby Show'' is
ularity of the "Coeby Show"
· wdl-rounded in the sense that there
Many have argued that the ·'Cosby is humor and integrity and standards
Show'' docs not represent the average arc not sacrificed for a chuckle. The
Black family. Some have gone as far ''Cosby Show' says that there are
as to say· that the ''Cosby Show•• ·is Black people striving for success.

'

•

.I

ln tne I Y70's Black i_hg~ did air, including both its good-and bad sides .
The Black viewCr shouldn't conbut the main characters were shallow
jokeSters or people forever dodging tinually watch himself degraded for
the bill collector. Do you remember a laugh. Viewers must begin to realize
''Sanford and Son,'' ''The Jeffer- ' the true meaning bChind the show on
theirT.V . sets. ABC, CBS and NBC
sons'' and ''Good Times''?
''The Cosby Show'' and its clones will put on anything they think peoare not the answer to negative images ple will watch. By watcbina
of Blacks in the media. If ''227'' and fOolishness, not only are you
''Charlie and Company'' are cancell- boostina: their ratinas, you arc reined and Bill Cosby decides to move forcing old stereotypes.
Despite what anyone says, lona liw
on, we have three .choices. Blacks can
return to the roles of buffoons, they the ''Cosby Show.'' Penonally. I
can beeome non-existent on television would rather see a comfortale •act
or they can look for characters with family with wdl-adjustcd ~in
depth and integrity. Every Black per- stead of a poor Black f11nily in Ibo
son is not poor living in a tenement ghetto with a kid wbooe vocabulary
nor arc they livi111 in brownstones. is limited to ··~yn-o-mite. ''
- in theThe point js that the Black popula- Lisa Bynoe is a student
tion must be dq)icted in its full realm, School of Communications.
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:c BC Discusses Role ·o f P ·r ess
as a crusader for Black views

Robert Adu·l\ure

.,

.. Hilltop St•«

RePorter

The Black p1 ena in '1eithef playing much of a role in, nor impacting lisnificantly on~'ntemational
a.ft'airs. Thia was 'e consensus
laat week at a pan 1 diocu88ion
forming part of the Oongreanional
Black Caucus' 15th jAnnual Legialative weekend a~vities held at
the Waahington Hilton Hotel.

Ethel Payne, a v:eteran journali1t and foreign ~ews writer
paid tribute to indiyidual Black
journallatn who, in tlie past, made
linguJar efforts in Pl'fticipating in
international affa~rs writing.
Payne mentioned Clark Barnet,
owner of Anoociated Negro Press;
Edith Olson; I~abei Thompson,
arreeted in Sou~h Africa in the
19608 because ofhe;~ race; Homer
Smith, author of "Blackman in
Red GOllbo''; J .A,; ,Rogers, cartoonist on Blatk r istory; and
Charles Saunders.
Payne served as Washington
co11eopondent for the Chicago Defender for several y~ beginning
in the early 19?0., during which
period she gained att!ention as one
of the few accredi~ Black reporten to the White House. She. expre88ed regret for 'he apparent
ehortage of renearch[on the Black
press and its histoncal rol~ and
impact on intem.ati~nal affairs.
· Edward Palmer of the Black
Preas Institute d~scribed the
Black p1 eos, historically speaking,

•

which played an advocacy role and
tended to be militant. Palmer cited

several instances whereby the
Black p1ess made an impact on in-

ternational affairs. He said that
the Black pre88 approached President Jimmy Carter on the bogus
election in Zimbabwe which
brought-Bishop Muzorewa to pow·
er momentarily. It may be recalled
that the U.S. played a recognizable role in making po88ible a
fresh and fair election which saw
Robert Mugabe in office. The
course of history was changed.

Palmer said the Black press
serves as a voice for Black political
leaders and elected officials. In

this regard, ''Black readership
wants advocacy and militancy
which does not allow for 'cool business', which is the core of the newspaper production today." Palmer
was the moderator for the panel
discussion on ''Impact of the Black
Press on International Affairs."
Bill Tatum, publisher of the
New York Amsterdam News said,
''As a Black American I cannot
live to see 500 million Africans
suffer.'' He was responding to a
question of whether the Black
preBS ought not to concentrate on

domestic Black issues. Tatum,
who recently returned from a trip
to Ma:z.ambique's war zone, said,
''The Black press must spend
money on covering Africa for reasons of symbiotic relationship.''

The New York Amsterdam
News has recently carried l!"Veral
stories of Africa's famine with on.the-spot coverage. Tatum, who has
toured Ethiopia's drought areas,
observed, '-rhe colonialists never
built africa for independence." In
•his reports from Ethiopia, Tatum
charged the established White_
preBB with misrepresenting the
situation in that countryregarding efforts by the Ethiopian
government in attending to victims of drought and famine.
Tatum mentioned the problem
of how the Black preen loses
talented Black reporten and writers to the White press for financial
and economic re•eons. Payne had
obeerved earlier that due to the
lack of acc1edited Black foreign
correspondents, the Black press in
the past relied on· freelancers,
travelers, missionaries, church
officials and sometimes government officials for its foreign news
coverage. Black scholars and
academicians, especially in Africa
and the Caribbean, also served as
important contributors to the
Black press in the area of foreign
news coverage. ''That's how we
learned about imperialism and the
Garvey movement," said Payne.
A contributor to the discussion,
a School of Communications journalism professor, Raymond Boone,
noted that the Black pre88 has not
been doing what it ought to do in
order to impact on international

affairs. The professor noted also
that the Black pre88 spends more
time complaining about what the
White press does· not do for Black
people than doing what ithas to do
to attract the support of Black
reader.a. These observations
brought Tatum to his feet while
indicating that the prof0880r had
not.. taken the economic and
financial aspect of the newspaper
business into consideration.
In the ensuing give-and-take
diBCU88ion, Boone explained that
as a veteran newsman with the
Black pre88, he was well situated
to know the problems of money
aesociated with Black newspapers. He insisted, however, that
the Black pre88 could still do more
to impact on international affairs.
Boone has held several editorial
and management level positions
in the Black pre88, including the
Washington Afro-American.
Dr. Marsha Coleman.. also a
panelist, described the established
'W hite press as an imperial press.
She discussed her findings of a
case study on the Angolan war and
how it was covered by the major
White press in America. She noted
that after examining 330 articles,
she found the established popular
White press set a priority on the
presence of Cubans in Angola as
opposed to the illegal incursion of
South African troops . U.S. undercover aid to the faction oppoa<.' 11111inue<1 on pagt 13

I

Dr. Manha
ternational
la .ched.uled.
838-7488 for

oleman, consultant to the U,N, coordinator of U.N-a~red in·
nference on diought and de.ertlfleation in Africa. The conference
or October 24-27th at HoWard'• Blackburn Univenity .center. (Call
ore information).
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lans Econon1ic Assistance For African Drought Relief?
•

I J•a McC

ough

Hilltop Sta1f ~rt.er
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Ambae•ador Ow:nktrou Youssofou of the Organizatjon of African
Unity (0.A.U.) w~ed an audience Wednesday, S<t~t . 25 at the
Washington Hilton [that the lack
of African participa1tion, creation
of too many suppoJjt groups and
the failure to legisli!te U .S. funds
to h•lp Africa's ailing economy
will ·only halt econlimic sta)>ility
on the continent. )
The O.A.U. representative said,
"I don't mind if yoJ·-propose sOlutiona. My problem ~ when you decl~ what the probl~m is." Many of
' _.../ theprqjectepl'0Jl0"'¥! byc!eveloped
/
countries have faijed because of
milQudgment, h~ ,_µd. "You have
no criteria of judgjag us because
you don't know us, ro.you use your
own," Yo11peofou ~d at a Cong1e11ional Black ,C aucus (CBC)
forum called • AfW' the Drought:
A Marahall Plan· for Africa."
The amlu!soedo~ was part of a

three-member panel which dis- 1 continent is beyond help, that ing to the United States' initiation States' ability to gi><e aid indicate ing to the Marshall Plan. He also
cussed a plan to increase funds to Africans are incapable of coming of an emergency loan to the con- a need for the plan, according to explained that Africa's .national
Africa for economic development to grips with their own plight, and tinent. Youss.ofou also said the Berg. He also said that the timing debt stands at $120 to $150 billion
and monetary debts. The plan, cal- that Africa is sliding backward be- Marshall plan must ·have respect is right for implementation of the dollars. Browne told the audience
led the Marshall Plan, was used in cause of the per capita and popula- for the African point of view. plan. "USA for africa, national de- of about 45 that a substantial part
of that sum is owed to the U.S.
Europe after WW II to give Eu- tion increase," he said.
~ere is nothing more revolting monstrations by all artiste, Black
Following the addre88es from
ropeans confidence to help themDespite Robinson's point of than paternalism. You must re- American community participaselves, according to Leonard view, the O.A.U. representative spect our way of thinking and our tion, and religious groups interac- e8ch panelist, the moderator contion are all occurring and there is a duaed a briefquestion and answer
Robinson, president of the African ~ said Africa is not lacking in confi- cultui'e."·
Development Foundation. Robin- dence. "Contrary to what you beThethirdpanelmember,Robert fervor among Americans to help period. Th~ IJrogram ended with
son, one of the panel members, lieve,wereallyhavenotl08tanyof Berg, formerly of Agency for In- Africa. "We can afford it. We can the ag1 wmeni~ that ~ Mare1lall
Plan must include maximum Afri~
said, ''It is my firm belief that the our confidence. We will survive; ternational Development, also show leadership," said Berg.
The moderator Dr. Robert S . can interaction and genuine conMarshall Plan must have 100,..._t you simply worry about getting stressed the importance of the
for the African point of view, this three Or four billion dollars · Marshall Plan. Long-term needs, Browne,· said, "It's nice to know cern on the part of developed
make sure that it is StruciU.red in a th.rough Congt eSB," he said, referr- recurring famines and the .U nited that optimism still lives," referr- countries·.
way that is in keeping with the
------------------------------------------ \
continent and its culture," he said.
The plan would be structured as a
grassroots .project that offered
technical -training, material sup•
port with skills training, as well as
•
African input.
Robinson stre88ed special con- ·
sideration be given to Africa because of the ·media's distortion of
•
the continent's economic position.
"The media has implied that the

Report From Number One Wall Street
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Huma Rights Discussed
-Yvonne Brooks

•
•

. Hilltop

Stalll'Reporte•

What are hwruln rights? Why
there such b11~en rights violations in the CaribtJean and Africa?
What are the ~ponaibilities of
the Black comidunity towards
th- rights? Theee were some of
the iesuea addre
in a Congreuional Black Caucus forum
held Jaat week.
The title of the orum was "Human Rights Violations in African
and Caribbean C<luntries: Tell no
lies, claim no
victories."
Dr. Ntalltja Nzongola of the
African Studieo C~nter at Howard
University; Dr. Franklin Knight
of the Hiotory Department of
J""1io Hopkina U,Pvereity and Ro1er Wilkina, a member of the
Steering Committee of the Free
South Africa MoVement were the
panel mtmben. I
"What io meant by human
rights?'' aak~d Nzongola
rhetorically.
narrow definition here in thti United Staten
Jimita it to poliiical and civil. ·

are

eaay

'"l'he

riabta-"

I

.

Ac;oording to N'l°ngola, the definition in the in,,....tional community bu been 'roadened in the
Jut l4pl y' sn or ao to include _,.
nomic, cultural
social rights,
u -ll u women'• righta. "The
e&eta of violatimla of th- rights

+.t

are much mo~ i"~ere becauae
,they are loapr !Uting," he aaid.

"Conaidertbee~ofm•lnutri
' tion on the abili of·a child
pow up and be a fuJJ capacity of
m. GI' her=~QpebilitiM. So
tlt1twb1a
are deprived of
rood, a Yiolation 1'11man rights
occun that ·ii non more oevere
than .torturing ~ne individual
bowater
t he·m•y be," be
t

tc!

ff

reid.

Using his coU.ntry as an example, Nzongola said, "AIDS in
particular plagues many people in
Zaire, yet there has been no
attempt on the part of the government to have a public education
campaign to warn against the disease."
According to Nzongola, greater
attention is being given to the
necessity of assuring every human
being a decent livelihood, a life of
dignity and a life where every man . ·
can realize his potential socially,
economically
and culturally.
c
..However,'' he added, ''we know
that political B!ld civil rights still
get greater attention because 'they
involve the detention of celebri·
ties, intellectuala, military officers and politi(:ians. There are
political trials and tortures whi~h
bring about brutal rep~ssion :of
mass and student unrest and
/
strikes."
Nzongola gave three reaaons for
present day human rights violations on the African continent: colonial background, postcolonialism and external support
for dictatorships.
According to Wilkins, many
who oppoee anti-apartheid efforts
of any kind accuse the movement
of hypocrisy because of the b11men
rights violations that occur all
over the African continent.
Speaking on behalf of the movement, Wilkins said, "We maintain
that the difl'erence between South
Africa and other African countries
io that at leaat the principle of
political freedom and independence has been entabliobed
in tboae countries."
Wilkina atltcood the Free South
Africa Movement deplores human
richts violationo wherevtr they
Coalla~

from pqe 14
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Irving Trust, one of the largest banks in the U.S., boasts the
human, financial and teclinological resources to significantly
impact the future of the banking industry. We're large enough to
provide exceptionally broad services to a wide range of cuss
tomers ... yet small enough to utilize everyone's special strengths
and recognize individual achievement.
Take an opportunity to discuss careers in banking with Irving
Tr11st. Now is the time to find out about us. We will be on
campus

Irving Trust
•

'

Thursday, October 24
Contact your career planning office to sign up for an interview.
We are an equal opportunity employer.
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Unique. Worldwide.
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J st . in Time for
Homecoming

Continued from
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Many of the J:Ompaniea present
had attended the program several
times before, and the numbir of
new companies joinina the list is
growing every year. "The program
is very well known in the industry," aaid Nelaon. "We average between 120 and 130 companies a
year. If one cancels out. another is
right there to take its place." The
program has been offered at Howard now for the past 15 years.

• Fast Service
• Rea~onable Prices
•
Oua.llty .
Discounts
on group orders

Concerning student attendance,
Nelson said that the program
averages 1,500 to 2,000 stu.denta a
year. 1'\Vhen you have a population oflO or 11 thousand students,
we should have a lot more here.
, Students need to become more \
aware of the programs and activities open to them that are free. It is
a very rare chance that a student
will get to meet with this many
companiea at one time."
Nelaon admitted tJ:!at Careers

Day is more of an opportunity for
the companies to '.ahow their
wares' rather than an interviewing session; but she alao pointed
out that the Planning and Placement Department dooa offer the
opportunity for students to be interviewed. Registration for the interview period began on Soptemher 18andcontinueaunti1Novemher lat. Students can register
Monday thrq Friday from 10:3<r
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
'

HUSA challenges the Howa.r d
Community .to get INVOLVED
in Community· Outreach!! Give
the best gift you can give
YOURSELF!

•

Call for Estimate

232-4539
234-7762
Ask for Rick Henderson

l!Ac~um

Companies Recruit at Careers Day

Join o_u r Big Br.other/Big Sister Campaign!
Become a tutor to the youth iii. our ,
community to
EDUCATE TO LIBERATE!

T-Shlrt;falr
Center (Ground noor)

Oct. t 5- t 9th '85 t 0:00-6:00
S~ndart Discount ·
Custom P~ntlng on the Basic Tee, Sweats,
Jackets, Caps for-aubs, Organizations,
fundr1slng, fraternities, Sororities.

t

For more info. contact B.J. Harris or Yvonne Brooks at 636-7007.
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ACcording to Nelson, upon
regi.tering, students are liven a
placement manual li1tin1 the
companiee and time for the interviewa. Students can then ail"
up to be intervieWed on a lintcome, tint-served baais. The interview period besin• October
16th and laata until Deceml>er 3rd.
Gloria Gaston-Shapiro, the
repreae.l'trtive for the State Departm~t was attending her
11eCOndCareeraDay. Shewaaoffering students information about positions in the foreip aervi~e .
"We're looking for students who
ai:e intereeted in foreign afreira. It
is important to know a lot about .
the1U.S. and have aome political
skills." A foreign language, political science,~ and economica
are alao key skills to have aaid
Gaston-Slu!piro.
Sharon Boddie graduated from
Howard in '84 and ia now a representative for Naval Sea Syatema
(N.S.S.). "I used to come to Career
Day every year, eo I know what it's
like to be on the other aide of the
fence." Boddie said she received
several s11mmer jobe throu&h .the
program while at Howard. She
was recruited by another student
and then became active in 1ea uit.
ing for N .S.S. herself. "The reaoon
why we're here is to get more Howard students into our program."
Boddie pointed out that even
though the pooitiona were with the
Nayy, they are civilian capacity
jobs. "It's a good alternative to pri·
vate industry." she said.
Another· Howard graduate
turned recruiter is Reginald Overton. Overton graduated from Howard in '80 with a deg1 ee in finance management. He now
works as a relationship officer for
the Mellon Bank, and coordinates
any activity between Howard and
Mellon Bank. ''Mellon Bank is
looking for students with various
backgrounds that are interested. in
banking, information management, and operating systems. I'm
trying to educate students about
hanking in general," l!jlid Overton.
- '"The major problem with
recruiting is that moat students
don't wani to relocate," said Karen
Brock, representative for
Allegheny Power Syatema. Nelaon
added that students.must be willing'lo nlli>cate'lince 90 pitwnt aL
th~ jobs available ari out.side the
· D.C:-ania .
"When you're in school, you tend
to.take Career Daya for granted,
but when you get into the real
world, you realize ju&t bow beneficial they can be." said Helen
Wilson. Wilson graduated frOm
Howard in '84.

Saf~ty
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BPI SCAN '", The Satellite
Career Network, will beam
our live video teleconfer- ·
ence to your campus on
October 8, 1985. If you are
· a senior, undergraduate,
graduate student or Ph.D . .
in engineering, computer
science or any other technical discipline, plan to attend.
,Yo~ learn about career
opportunities at the country's
top technical organizations. The Satellite Career Netwo!k
provides the informational link between technical students·
and their potential employers.
This year's participating companies include:
AT&T, Sperry Corporation, National Security Agency,
Bell CO!J11llunications Research, Naval Ocean Systems
Center, Tektronix, Inc., Central Intelligence Agency,
Aerojet General Corporation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

A committee formed to insure
bus safety as well aa arrange more
convenient blia schedules for stu' dents met with East Coast Parlor
' representatives to diacuaa concerns and grievances about the
Shuttlebus service Wedneoday
afternoon.
The student committee
represents all of the dormo that
require the service, Howevl!', Sutton Pl•za and Eton Tower are the
only ones which have submitted
complaints; there have not been
any from Meridian or Park Square
as of yet, said William Keene,
Dean of Residence Ufe.
Milton Hilliard, Judith Johneon: Monique Prince and Iris G.
Williams made up the student
committee. John Campbell,
General Manapr ol'1-tboa wood
Tranaporlation A&em:Y; Robert W.
Collegman, Vice-Pl 1identoLEaat
CoutParlor; Wendi Wean, General Manapr of East C,,,et Parlor;
and Anthony F,itmond•, Chief m.
patcher repra1ented But 0-et
Parlor. In addition, William
Keene.
of Reejde10 IJf'e;
Rev. Jim Coleman, e t 1Pent fbr
Special Programs; and Harold
Thoma•, HU Security were
pre11nt.
Irie Williama, V•Pw 1Di 1t al
Eton Towww 1•id t.het * 1 e waw
iml'I o•ementa ill

Commission, Garrett
PnelllJl<ltiCSystems Division,
NASA, GTE Government
Systems; TRW and others.
You'll hear about their
philosophies, training and job
·-- = ~= ~
opportunities on our large
projection screens. And
'
participate in a live questionand-answer period on our
Satellite Career Netwolk with
. ·' . .
company representatives.
If you're a high achiever with above average grades,
we strongly urge,You to attend. Admission is free. Just
mark October 8th on your calendar. Then come to
BPI SCAN. You'll see, hear and talk about your future with
experts from the nation's top technical organizations.
For a presentation schedule or more information,
visit your placement office or call 1-800-328-4032.
I
In Minnesota call 612-370-0550.
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Satellite
Career
Network
.

p»n&ed out tbat ••• h•srt ettJJ
wae not arrivina' cm tinw.
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BPI SCAN's free teleconference will be
hel at 11:00 am (EDT) at WHMM-TVStu io B, Howard University.

IJnda King
.Hilltop ~Reporter
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Bernie Price

Bernie Price

After two years without rn album
o( hill own, the magici~ of music
and instrumentation, S~vie W,onder, io back with "In square Cir·
cle." This album is -vin!fge Wonderment with keyboardS, electric
piano, and synthesizer r4aking up
the bulk of the insttf~1umental
arsenal.
The lint cut and sin le of the
album is ''Part-Time LoYer.'' This
fast-paced number is a
c~ tune
that uses not only the lents of
the Wondel-'man, but ~ so Philip
Bailey on background ar.d Luther

When one oft.he ft1nniest men in

E.

V androes on backgroun~ and lead·

vocals. VandroSB, the ~
'be ha ha"
king, is the voice thatd sthescat
singing thro11ghout the song.
· Opening with keybpards and
sy'nthesizer, the numbf.r '1 Love
You Too Much'' is an u~beat number that allows Wond~r to work
the lyrics to their pote~tial. Bells
float in &nd out behin~ a wall of
electronic instrume ~tation . In
this song, Wonder play~ all the in-

•

•

struments and does ajl the sing·
ing, thanks to modem ~hnology .
Toward the end of the song, the for good easy listening.
''Land of LA LA" is a song about
keyboard begins to ec~o Wonder's
every .ci,r, note and .p ead for his Los Angeles. In this number Won·
lover. After echoing th singer, the der talks about a girl who comes to
keyboard takes off on a jazz-like L.A. looking for her fortune. The
improvisational track , oating and keyboard carries the harmony as
sometimes slashing through the Wonder tells the story singing,
hey heying and la la-ing the lyrics.
melody.
/
•
In keeping with the last song abSynthesized ho.rnsLbegin the
medium-paced numbef ''Stranger out people who leave home, "Go
On the Shore Of Love.'' With a Home'' is a rnediwn-paced number
slight Latin and calyp/;;; beat; this that talks about a girl who leaves
number seems to effotft;Iessly flow home to follow her love . Un·
forward giving the \lstener the fortunately for her, her boyfriend
feeling of being near a large body keep s telling her to go l),onie.
of w8.ter. As synthe~ myrim- While all this pleading is goiiig on,
bes play in the backllr"und Won- drums and saxophone carry the
der, in a way in whichjonly he can, harmony. Trumpets blast into the
drives the point home It h at he does song and then help to carry the
not want to be .a str~nger on ·the harmony.
Electric piano , bird noises ,
shore of a broken he'\11.
Drums and key~nls set the crickets and crushing leaves begin
mood for "Never· I.n /Your Sun." ''Overjoyed'' which is an in-Thedrum beat is al111ost military terestingly written ballad with an
as it plug-e through··the 11ong outdoors feel. Strings play in the
supporting the singeit-As the key· background behind the pianO as
board and drums move through Earl Klugh plays the guitar in a
the number, the hai-nlonica bursts soft, but jazzy manner. The song
forth suddenly and laolos in the builds to a climax with the sound
middle of the s~ ng . This increasing and Wonder taking
trademark of Wondfr inevitably each word to different topes and
throws the listener b'ck to the ear- keys until ending with the sound
ly days of"FingerTi " and Little of waves hitting the beach.
Always involved in p9litics,
Stevie Wonder. This is a relaxing,
easy flowing num
that makes Wonder uses the last song on his

America produce& a musical
album, eyebrows begin to raiae,
Eddie Murphy, the star of stage
and screen who hao delighted
crowds with his off-brand of
humor, haa started hiB Binging
career. Yes, bia Binging career,
and no, this ia not another "Boogie
in Your Butt". It all seems like a
giant joke, but after closer ex·
amination one can only ask the
same question the album ~itle
asks· "How Could It Be?"
Written by Stevie Wonder, the
tint number, "Do !",begins with
percussiOn and keyboards, the
keyboards are played by Stevie
Wonder and Greg Phillinganes.
The song is definite Wonder-ment
and Murphy sounds a little like
the wonderman as the background
singers aay "do I." The singing is
. not bad, but the instrumental
arrangement is a bit loud and deciphering words is difficult, but
overall this is not a bad number.
"C·O-N Confused" is a mediumpaced number that begina with
album , ''It's Wrong," to call atten- ha11d clape, keyboards and strings
tion to the system of apartheid in moving in to support the harmony.
South Africa. Wonder poetically The lyrics are a bit simple, but
denounces the practice of apar- there is a good message about contheid while background singers fusion that comes from the song.
chant ''wrong wrong." He comSlowing the pace down, electric
pares slavery and the holocaust to piano and strings start the title
the system of apartheid.
song "How Could It Be." Murphy
Stevie Wonder has produced a starts singing and is somewhat
top-notch album ~th '1n Square weak and nasal sounding, but
Circle.'' Always a master of the gains strength as the song proballad and easY-to-listen-to- gresses. The song spon turn into a
songs, Wonder continues to use duet with Crystal Blake. Their
music to voice opinion with regard voices intertwine 88 Murphy goes
to current events. His music al- to the top of his range to hit notes
ways contains a message even if that amazingly enough don't
it's only about love. Considering sound bad or flat.
the numerous albums and artists
Cymbals and ~ start this
he has been involved with over the jazz style number "I Wish (I Could
past two years, it is only natural ' Tell You When)." The synthesizer
that many of his peers would carries the base line in this little
appear on his album. Musicians finger snapping number. As the
such 88 Deniece Williams. Luther song enters the middle of the
VandroBB, Earl Klugh and Philip IOdrth vene, scat singing, "be;bo
Blliley are among those who odd 1iebe boo," floata from the back·
their own talents to a man who has ground until a harmonica played
unselfishly worked on many musi- by Stevie Wonder forms a jazz har·
cal projects.
mony for Murphy as he sings.
Stevie Wonder, the man of unexhaustible musical talent, has
done it again. He has produced a·
very good album that is both
E1;njoyable and educational . It
appears that he has found a way to
fit ·a square in a circle.
I

lyh11ive

comi11g Concert set
.

•

Aft1 r month• o(
·on and bilt incomparable juz fushion
rm•'°" the Homecoming
Com- group Piec 11 of a Dream.
1
Fo11nded and nurtured by musi·
mt'*1 I bu
the artiate

lortM 1811
lwlddi ·will ••ke p

EDllE HliRPlll
ffM\.lllW II Rt

Hi!itop Staft' lleporw

Hilltop Staft' ~·

w..

.

and baasiat/vcw•liat Cedric Napoleon, Piece• of a Dr eam hu pro-

chiced two albwnl ("Imagine Tl:la"
and~ of a Dreem") wbldi
perfOI n•ed -ll .on both Jm and
RlrB cbarta. In the ftill ol 1982

Concert cian Grover
hinston, Jr.,
on Friday, Pieces of a Dr r m bd come into ita
own u one oC today's moet inno.
O:t • 18th.
~ thi8
ill the up vative jazz groupi on the acene.
comiDI jau •azaphonist Compriaed of keyboardiat Jemes Piece a produced a top tai olnPi
!
'011 •Howardan1theperennial, Lloyd, drummer Curtia Harmon hit titled "Mt. Ajry 0100'8.I
0

••d

•

Mars tis blows 'em away
at Cr mton

I

••

As synthesizers, drums and
strategicallyplacedhandclapsset
the beat, the first single from the
album "Party All The Time" be·
gins. This number, which was produced and written by Rick James,
eounds like a Stone City creation
with strong keyboards and b888
line. TJijs song is 1ec::e~ving strong
radio play time, so look for it to
climb the charts.
"I, Me, Us, We" is a fast-paced
number that begins with Murphy
rapping. This number has definite
70. soul sound with horns slashing
in and out or the number. The
listener is thrust back to the days
of The Ohio Players, Earth, Wind
and Fire with the Phoenix Homs
and Jamee Brown. As Murphy
bowls and, at eome points, screams
the lyrics, the horns, guitar and
bass march forward almoet unaware of the singer. This is a nice
and different number and was
written by MllrPti1. Lisieiiing"to '
this song is almost a shock because
it ill so diJl'erent from the others on
thealbum;andthemusicalstyleof

today.
Soft piano, played by Murphy,
and light drums begin the slow
number "My God Is Color Blind".
The song written by Murphy,
although it is simplistic, has a
good message about raciam. The
singing is falsetto, but the overall
feel of the song has overtones of
Pri!fe'• slow songs. AB the song
mo..,s gracefully along, strings
begt\itocarrytheharmony,giving
the song a mysterious air. Murphy
sounds like Smokey Robinson as
he works the words ofthe song and
his voice warbles slightly. This
number is pretty good but the
words are hard to hear at times.
"Everyth_ing's Coming Up
Roses"isasongwithinstrumenta·
tion that only Stevie Wonder could
arrange. The keyboards meld with
the percussion and guitar forming
a web of music that moves
effort! ·
,
Edole • • hy's first ' music
album "Ho
uld It Be~ ill not a
bad effort from a person who is not
Contl•u~ on P•~ 14

•
•

R GREE
'T GUARANTEE
'LL GET ·
A GOOD JOB

'

•

BUT THE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS
AND EXPERIENCE THAT.
HELPED YOU EARN IT·
JUST MIGHT!, ,
\

•

t

WHETHER YOUR MAJOR IS MARKETING OR
MATH, ENGLISH OR ECONOMICS, TALK TO US
ABOUT CAREER OPPORTUNITIES,IN
MERCHANDISING, ADVERTISING, PERSONNEL,
ACCOUNTING, SYSTEMS
AND MORE.
..
'

.. ..

.,. .,. ~·--··
'[TIJlllP'
•

-day evening with hill nationally
renowned quartet.
MarkM~rear:Y
Marsalill, who grew up in the upHilltop~ RtJ artw
town oection of New Orle•ns cal·
Four time Grajnmy Award win- led "Pigeon Town," atarted playig
ner, Wyn!On Malwilio, performed the trumpet when he wu ail<. Af.
live at Cramton uditorium Tu. . ter finding that he en.joyed the

I

1'19W•

.Onnds of the trumpet, he decided
that the trumpet would be come his
forte . As the years proll"'ued
Maraalill decided to attend Frank·
lin New Orleans School or the
Art.a, in New Orle•na, It wu there
that the premier jazz trumpeteer
roetered liia talent.
Tuesd•y evening'(,..nbrmance
Conll••ed o• , . t•

J

With sales of over one billion dollars a year. Bamberger's i.s the
leading division of R.H. Macy & Company. We have 23 stores
in five mid-Atlantic states. and plans to expand to. 30 stores by
1990. We're one of the largest retailers in the country! .
We attribute our success to young, aggressive high-achievers
... people like you, We'll start you In a challenging position. at
an al l:active salary. Where 't(lU go from there depends
on your performance. But. since we thrive on home-grown
talent. and look to promote from within. Bamberger's is as
concerned about your future c;is you are. Talk to us and let us
talk to you at our career seminar.
'
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Thursday, Oct 10th
I

Tuesday, Oct. 15th

•Pre-Homecor,lns Party

•fashion Show- "Fashion Overtures An

Kick off the senes of events with the Second
Annual Pre-H~mecomlng blast!
Place: Kilimanjaro
Club, located on 18th and
I
California St., .W.
Time: 9prri
$4 advance
$5 At the do~ron day of event

E.vol111tlo.t In Fuhlon"

•
' ••

*Friday, Oct. ~ 1th

"lntematlo""I Dinner"
This ftrst ev~r.l cultural feast Is guaranteed to
leave ohe wit~ a feeling of pride and discovery. Eat and enjoy . the dancers, drummers,
cultural fashlohs and the sounds of the '"New
World Percu5f Ion Ensemble."
Place: Blackb m Ballroom
Tim.e: 7pm
Students $5
•
. Gen Adm.$
•Saturday, 0 t. 12th

Unmistakably one of the most anticipated
events of not only Homecoming but .pf th~
entire year Itself. Come and marvel at Howard's ownarray of outstanding models as
they display their expertise to the_fashions of
Ed Burke, Vlnclent Vah, Floruccl, Akin Leather
and Gina Bowser. You'll never forgive yourself
If you miss this one.
•
Place: Cramton Aud.
Time: 7pm
"
$2 .s tudents
'
$gen adm

•

p

Wednesday, Oct. 16th
Always, and we do mean always an event to
remember. Watch as the Greek lettered orga-.
nlzations battle for top-bllllng In the step show
to end all step sl)ows.

•

'

"lntemadonf. Day"

Thursday, Oct. 17th
•Night of Jazz and Entertainment- "A

r

r

~he~oe:;· ~~~~~~hf;;1~~g~~ ;i~e~~ served all
•

6unday, Oct1 13th .

;:e;:,:~sre';!~~ members of the Howard

family that nave passed away over the last ,
, year. All e~churaged to attend.
.

Friday, Oct. 18th

Tonight: Homecoming
H~ppy Hour At ·
The Howard Inn
2 drinks for the price of 1
Time: 5.00 pm-until

Time: I tam
Free

- · out\.

I.

*Gospel Concert- 'To God be the Glory:
A Homecoming favorite! The soulful, spiritual
melodies of lt his year5 show will be provided
by the go5pel group "Commissioned," vocalist Lorraine StancJI, and Howards own Gospel
Choir. Thi~ J romises to be a moving event.
Place: Cram on Aud. ·
Time: 7 .
$4 students
$6 Gen. Adm.
'

Monday,

olt
I .

14th

·
-·

toda~

•variety S~ow- "Precepdons of a MetamorphoslsT
•
.

'

ets

.

A spirit boosting celebration consisting of a
food festival with Annands Pizza, Morgan's
Seafood, Davids Cookies, and many others.
Also, arousing entertainment will come In the
fonn of singers, breakdancers, and Howards
own Buddy Lewis as comedian and MC. Don't
forget the buttons, t -shirts; and other Items
that will be given away.
Place: On the Yard/Blackbum ct.
•
Time: Noon
"•
Free

*Pep.Rally
•

Lend your lungs to cheering on the Howard
Football Bison as they prepare to wage war In
Saturdays game. The H.U. Marching Band and
Cheerleaders wlll· provtde the dlrectlon. Stay
'
tuned for the party afterwards!
Place: The Valley \
Time: 6pm
Free
Saturday, October 19th

*Homecomlns Parade- "A Celebration of
the old and New"
.
~

•

Come and enjoy Howards own future superstars,Fonvey the experience of the "average
Student" t~ rough song, dance, and other
artistic expression. Featured guests are Howard alum~us, Lynn Whitfield (star of Dr. Detroit and s11verado): John Blake of WHUR's
Caribbean experience; and Dr. Geoffrey Newman, Howard alumnus and faculty member of
the Collegt of Fine Arts. Always a sellout!
Place: Crarrton Aud.
Time: 8pml .
,
$2 students
1
$3 en ad

A Homecoming Hrs ti Something different and
terribly exciting! Don't miss this night of progressive jazz and comic air provided live by
area artists.
Place: Punch-out, Blackbum ct.
' Time: 7pm
Free (limited seating, tickets available In advance) •

*Howardfe It

"f

.

COU•

•

·

Place: Blackburn Ballroom
Time:!Opm
$3 students
$ 7 .50 Gen. Adm.

'
'

'

One of Homecomings newest and most Innovative events will be this gala recption for the
newly crow~ed Queen. Dance, relax, eat
socialize and most of all; congratulate the
young lady ho will represent us throughout
'.

•

pies Affair"

selection of Miss Howard University Is an
event no on can afford to miss.
Place: Cramt n Aud.
. , ' Time: 7pm
•
Free

1r Blue Affair

•

'

•Miss Howa~ Pageant- "Metamorphosis: A
Change mu t Occur"
Undoubtably i' Homecoming highlight. The

*Rhapsody

Place: Burr Gym
Time: 6:30pm ;
$3 students
$5 gen adm.

'

What would ./.Homecoming be without this
cultural extravaganza?
1
Political sem1pars. '"Reggae Sunsplash party,''
soccer match and the Islamic Bazaar and African Market lace and more all provide for a
very exciting and eventful day. Don't miss it!
Place: Blackb rn Ballroom
Time: IOam
Free

•

-

'"Greek Show

'

'

\n.Cralllton

,

Thls<event provides the entire week with that
touch of tradition. Come and enfoy "the decorated cars, Heats, and pulsating marching
bands. A day for the whole family, Grand Mar;
shalled by the Rev. Joseph Lowery.
Place: Georgia Ave.
Time: 8:30am
Free ·

Homecoming Concert
frld~y, October 18th
*<iame1 Howard vs. VbJlnla st.
George Howard
Rumor has It that In this dasslc gridiron show- ·
down the Bison are taking no prisoners.
and
Place: RFK Stadium
Time: 1pm
Pieces of A Dream
Free
Two Shows: 8 pm · t 1 pm
..J/owarJ~Jlf/}ep Raf/g Ufunleer
S10 students/$ 12.50 General
nu!eliNJ :J'"'~' Oct. 8, 4:00 p.m.
Admission
'

·•

in

Rm.

150.

_A// u/efconu!.
•

Metamorphosis is defined as a marked change or transformation in appearance,
character, condition, or function. Our duty here at this institution and throughout Is
capturing the essence of this change, harnessing its energy and directing it on a path
that will lead to a greater love and appreciation of self.
'
We hav~ faced an array of adverse conditions and circumstances, but always, one way
or another, we have adapted to survive and conquer. We have traveled a great distance
as an institution and as a people, however, the journey Is not near complete. There are
_ _ _,,__ _ _ _ _ _~-~---· . positive aspects of ourselves that we have not yet learned to accept, and· negative ones
that we have to yet muster enough courage to reject. But just as our transfonnatlon
continues, so does our struggle to overcome negativity.
•
In all, the changes that we speak of today are in reference to this Institution's past,
present and future constituents a reminder that though we have progressed for the
,
most part as people and an Institution, we must, one or all, surge through our on-going
_ _""""_...,_ _ _ _ _ _.,.- - - - -' metamorphosis with the intention of achieving fuU freedom-both within and without
•

•

•

'

•
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•
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FALL 1 85 RECRUITING
,CHEDULE
OFFICE OF CAREER
LANNING'&
LACEMEN'E
•

OCTOBER 15, 1
rIT Research Inatit te
Northern Telecom
Noxell Corporation
Xerox Corporation

•

Electrical Engineering
Comp. SCI., E.E.
Mktg., Speech/Comm.
E.E., M.E., BUS., L.A.

•

•

October 18, 19811

Xerox Corporation

Comp. SCI., E .E .. Math,
Mktg., Info. Mgmt. Sys.
Chem. E., M.E., E.,El.
Math, M.E., Comp. SCI.
Chem. E., C.E., E.E., M.E.
Chem., Chem. E., M.E.
E.E., M.E . (Jrs. , Srs.)

October 17, 19811
Army Corpe of Ellg/neers (Balt i. Distri,ct)
International Pa~r Co.
·
Jet Propulsion Labbratory
Motorola, Inc.
.
Naval Electronics . ys. Command
Olin Corporation
Watkins..Jobnson ompany

C.E ., E.E., M.E.
Chem. E., E.E., M.E.
Engr., SCI.
E.E., M.E.
E.E.
Chem. E.
E.E., M.E .

American Computer

Electronics Corp.

GPU Nuclear Co ration
Naval Coastal Sys. Command
Naval Sea Sys. Co111mand
Standard Oil Co. (Ohio)

•

•

October 18, 19811
Dow Coming Co ration
•

Chem., Chem . E ., E .E .,
M.E .
Chem. E., E.E ., M.E.
C hem . E ., E .E ., M.E .,
Comp. Info. Sys., Finance
L.A., Mgmt., Mktg., E.E.,
M.E.
E.E. , M.E.

International Pa r
International Stee Corpor8tion
Owens-Corning Fitrglass Corp.
U .S. Anny C.o mm nd/Redstone

Arse~al

Remember . ou must be registered before you can
interview. Fo additional information visit thebffice
of 9areer Pl nning & Placement, 2nd Floor, C.B.
Powell Buildfg, Howard.University.

like the work environment then
that feeling will iurely permeate
the job inteljYiew-ifyou even get ·
that far. It goes without oaying
that you must have the qualifications to fill the ·job or no
amount of positive thinking will
be sufficient.
Certainly positive thinking
should not be confused with the
agg1e88ive manner .in which you
approach the job market. Poeitive
thinking is the confidence you
need to feel in an inevit.ably successfuljobse...-ch.Agg1essiv.e ness,
ontheotherhand,istheactionized
method of your approach. It is the
drive that gets you up in the moming, that makes you place that additional phone call, that puahea
you to write that follow-up letter
after a discouraging interview.
Much has been said and written
about the lack of agg1 essivenesa
on the part of minority applicants.
Many employers, because of the
nature of their organization, look
for agg1easive types of employees
while others place much leu emp has i s on this part i cu 1a r
characteristic. Still others seem to
be actually turned off by the
aggressive nature of a job applicant. Therefore your assessment of
what the prospective employer is
looking for is extremely important
in this regard. A job as an in-house
accounting employee normally requires less aggreasive a nature
than a position in sales or marketing.
The lack of aggreBSiv:: in
some Situations can come
as
insecurity on the part of the appli·
cant although the applicant may
not be insecure at all. The aggres·
sive personality in atill other

Samuel M. Hall, Jr.
"Sir, I need a job!"
"What kind of position are you
intereated in?"
"Any! I'm completely out of
money."
· f
All too often I'm confronted by
men and women who have reached
the "desperate" stage in their
.attempt ''to find a job." Very often their desperation comes after
many months of fruitle88 letter
writing and after following up on
countless tips from friends, news·
papers , the radio, etc . Too
frequently their desperation
ocours after. a rather limited, illplanned and executed job search.
State of mind can have a decided
effect on your approach and even
the results of the job search. One
rule ofthwnb is to never stop looking for an improved employment
situation-even after you have
found employment. You should
continue to test the waters; pe"r- haps not actively but continuously
making inquiries as to the
marketability of your credentials.
This type of attitude tends to keep
you at a higher level of performance and at the same time tells
your present employer that you
are a person with something to offer not only his/her organization
but others as well.

THINK POSITIVE
Everything else considered, if
you feel you will succeed you probably will. Much has been written
on the power of positive thinking
and its starting results. If you feel
that you cannot succeed, that•you
cannot do the job, t_!iatyou will not

•

•
I

g The 'Right. Employment

BPI SCAN PRESENTS:

aituations comes off a1 being use all three methoda to punue a
pushy, overbeariqg and even -·position. In other ca'11 only one or
obnoxiowi. Of COUl'IMt 'l.0 position two will suffice. Be aure to k 1 op
requiree only one attribute' over ofderly recorda of everythlna you
the ezclWlion. of all othen. You do, every contact. Good 1eCX>rda
muathaveabitofallthequalitiea will avoid you the later
and be prepared to utilire them at embal'ruament of contacting an
the appropriate time.
employer next week who alnady
Veryoften,becauaeoftheirlim- advised you that there were no
ited exposure to many types of poaaibilitieo. It will also enable
work situations, minorities 'hold you to follow up in an orderly m•n·
back and become labeled as pas- ner on employen who told you to
sive. A fear of the unknown takes call back or write in a week. or ten
over and renden the mfnority ap- days. Don't be overly conce1ned if
plicant seemingly incapable of you receive very definite "No inhandling her/himself in the in- tereet" statements from a nwnber
terview. Sometimes in this type of of prospective employers. It is
situation it is better to level with much better sometimes to get a
an interviewer, explaining yohr definite no rather than some inlack of real knowledge ·about a dication of apparent inter 'at only
•J*Ofic position but noting your to be disappointed weeks later. If
eagerness and ability to learn you get peraonal interview, pay
quickly given the opportunity. apecjal attention to the position of
Your frankneaa in the interview the person who directs the incan be an! important method of terview. Get that peraon's ·name
breaking down some of the barri- and follow up wi.th a note of c:oners which might exist between tinued interest or one that frankly
youraelf and the employer repre- and politely indicates that you are
sentative.
no longer interested. During the
interview fin:d out aa much in·
•
formation as you poeeibly can abPLANNING AHEAD
. out the pei'sonnel selection process
within the organization, including
Probably no point can be empha· after what period of time a deciBi:ied as much as setting Up a sys- sion will be ·made. Always leave
tem by which you will conduct the interview knowing just what
your job search. Clearly, it is bet- you are to do (if anything) as yoiir
ter to set up a plan even though it next step following the interview.
may seem to be a waste of time in Get accurate spelling ofnames, exthe beginning. A systematic plan act addresses and phone numbers.
can drastically cut down on your Do not put yourself in the position
frustration level once you are dee- ofhkving to guess, or write, or call
ly involved in looking for a job. Set later to obtain this information.
up a list of prospective employers
who you will contact in some way. Samuel Hall is the Director of
Contacts can be in writing, by tele- Career Planning and Placement
phone or more personal contact. In at Howard University, Washingsome instances you will want to ton, D.C.
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GTE GovernmeQt Systems
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FALL 1985 RECRUITING
SC HE DUL~
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
AND PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
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•
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COMPANY

DATE
October 7

'

•••

•

October 8
October 9
October 10
October 11
October 15
October 16

'
'

•

October 17
•

October 18
There's no stopping
someone w ith skills like
yours. Your talents will
move your career as far
and as fast as it can
go-in the right environment. The right com pany Will provide the
envi ronment you need
to maximize your talents
... to devel op the
career momentum that
will allow you to move
from one achievement to
the next in the areas of
vour choice.

If you are an independ-

Our environment combines the
entrepreneurial freedom of a
diverse technical environment ... the benefits of working
for one of America's 20 largest
corporations ... and the advantages of working with the -most

•

-

•

'

See us at the
ri·.i . .

:l1

ment your expanding expertise.

You will also have the flexibility to
move from program to programto explore new areas of interest as
your career develops.
Our professionals are involved in a
wide variety of very high-level pro-

Satellite Career Network

•

technology.

If you cannot attend the BPI SCAN,

We're located in the San Francisceri
Bay area, one of the world's most
attractive locations, enhanced by
fine climate, cultural richness, and
an abundance of recreational

send your resume to:
GTE Government Syatemt1

W1atarn Dh11lon
Dept CC-SCAN
P.O. Box 7188
opportunities. Whether you prefer • ' 100 Ferguson Drive

the suburbs or the big city, coastline or mountains, hang gliding or
horseback riding, everything is

jects using extremely sophisticated
technologies. Our programs

close to home.

addreu areas such as artificial

U.S. citizenship is required.
J

•

~

C'CM1 signal analysis.
VLSI; dlalributed area design, RF .
and other new languages.
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activities fosters a unique professiolial envirpnment geared to
extremely talented technical individuals. Here you will find entrylevel opportunities in a broad

I

MAJORS

ent and talented engi neering or computer
science graduate, our
challenges will take
your potential as far as ·
you can imagine ...
and farther.
Don't miss this c hance
to tal k with our tech nical managers via
satellite.

The right company: GTE Government Systems. The diversity of our
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6TE

Govea 11ment Systems

Part-time, flexible schedule;
Sales/:Mark,eting ;>osition for
enterl>rising student.
Incl11des
..opportunity to attend a 3:1/2
day seminar in Mi~waukee,
Wisconsin. Interviews ~ be .
a.rra.nge9. by conta.ct1ng ....._ _
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for NFL
William L. Cbrutlan
Hilltop Staff Reporter
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n lilie .up aloq Ude line in preparation for Sunday's half.
time actl.videL (L-R) are: Debbie Wllll•ma, Johnna YoUJll, Tina Fowler, Sherri
lhyant. Pbyliee J
Patricia l.Jahtfoot and Chriltopher Phifer.
Marehlq Band mem

'

,
"'

P~ W~lll iop si.1f J>botosrapb.~

•

After Saturday's half-time performance, mem- ·
ber8 of the Howard University Marching Band concentrated on Sunday's performance in the city of
brotherly love. The Marching Bison were the guest
and featured half-time band for the Philadelphia
Eagles and New York Giants game. Before a crowd
of over 70,000, the marching Bison performed a
pre-game show, which included a formation that
spelled-out Eagles while playing the Star Spangled
Banner, and a half-time show.
Howard University B11-nd director, Charles
Bates, was contacted in August by the Philadelphia Eagles half-time activities director and asked
to give a performance on September 29. After
reviewing a number of video tapes from bands
across the country, the committee on half-time
activities selected the marching Bison to perform
at the contest of one of the NFL's most popular
rivals.
The Bisons' half-time show appeared to be one of
flamboyance, style, and creativity. Drills were per- •
formed throughout the performance which.
apparently impressed the constantly cheering
crowd. Music performed by the band included
Rhythm and Blues, selections from the top 40, and
an original piece written by Bates, entitled
"Dangerous". In addition to such versatile selections the band danced to "Oh Sheila" by the group.
Ready For The World. The majority of the crowd
stood and applauded the half-time show. Members
of the band were convinced that the 7 a.m. departure from Cramton Auditorium to Philly was
not in vain.
,

With it heavier load. Trom~ne players have their work cut out for them.. (L.R) are
l11e•c John..,n, John Bank• ancf Jon Poindexter.

a-p R. NllWCO!oWill'°P Bt·• /
A1 part of the flag team, Nina Moore (L) and AlenneUe Clark (R) at color to tM m•ny
formation s of hand.

(Left) Band aanouncea Andrew Hudaon during
balftime acti.videe. (Above) The Band linee up at the
end mne in preparation.

Tbe hot weather an

windin1 down o
h•lf-tlme cau•e

•ome anziou1 m
menu for 10me
Howard Band
memben. At (right ,

Germaine

Dia•

)

P•ul M•h•mmed (tj)

and Maria JOn~~

Wait fN!dently for th
lit half to end.
l o w ) Mlk

McReynold• (

M

Stephenie -Rolle ( )

~

and Wllll•m. Prudep
appear deep
U.ou1bt .. MCOn •
dck away. (Botto~)
II.aria Jone• an_~
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Charle. Clarlr. rea~

them•elve1 for t e
laalf·lime lhow.

Howard ,University's Marching Band during halftime activities. The band was well received by Eagle

and Giants fans, a game won by the Giants, 16-10.
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(Above) Drum M.,. Dale M•eon lK) coafen with
Band DirectorCbarlee Bate.. (RJabt.) E•slee Activities Director Arlan Saylor loel over pl•n• with Howard. Band
n ben oaWde of ltadlwa.
•
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'Winning· Is Everything';
Not In Howard's Case

Howard Offense Erupts;
Bisbn Fall Inches Short

Jim Trotter .
scored more than ·one t.oUchdown.
When we face life's many chalHillto' Sta.ff Reporter
The team's ·21 points were aJ ... a
S,.Ci•I to the Hilltop
lenges and defeata, winning isn't
In a seesaw offensive battle that seaaon high. The offense totaled
On a oold winter day with emo- everything: survival is. Maintaintiono peek'lld, Vince Lomba?di pro- ing a vigilant struggle against the
total"!! over a thousand yards of 403netyards-202rushingand201
1
combined offense, Howard fell to passing. .._
·
cleimed to the world, 'Winning odds; that's everything. When we
South Carolina State 27-21 in a
The problem was that the Bullian't everything-it's the only refuse to quit, the winning will
1
hard fought Mid-Eastern Athletic dogs' offense totaled 633 net yards,
thing. ' Lombardi's Green Bay come in time.
Conference game at Howard Sta- anall-timehighagainsttheBiaon.
Packers were , at that time ,
Howard lost their game against
dium last Saturday.
The Bulldogs had 196 yards pa•e
dominating professional football . South Carolina State. Their loss
With the loss, the Bison fell to ing and 437 yards rushing, also an
As I watched Howard'• football reminded me that there is a lesson
'o-2 in conference and 0-4 overall. all-time high against Howard.
game against South Carolina to be learned from the gallant losState, I seDBed that Lombard! had er. It is the lesson of courage.
South Carolina State upped its Sophomore James Miller led the
conference mark to 2-1 and 2-3 way with 189 yards niahjng and
oversimplified
a much deeper
We witnessed our football team
.
overall.
senior Gerald foggle added 145.
188Ue.
.
play a skillful opponent whose finThe game marked the Bison's
Although South Carolina State
To say that "winning is the only al score was greater, but whose
,, thing"
first home contest of the year and ran up the yardage, the Biaon's
reduces .w inning to a single effort and courage was not. Our
act of competition. Thi& view sug- - team displayed a vast reservoir of
the overflow crowd of 12,500 defense held them below their seamight be hard pressed' to remem- son scOring average of 31 point.a
gests that we arrive without courage and will , and came up
ber any one offensive play of the per game.
.1'.
•
:=: travelihg- focusing on being empty. Even though fans and
game; but the Bison would have
'We can't get on our d8l'enae,"
there and not oil getting there. players alike were disappointed,
little.trouble choosing one.
said Jeffries. "(S.C. State) has got
Whether it is Howard football or each should realize that one more.
The Bison were trailing 27-21 some great athletes on their
coping with collegiate stress, hurdle has been su1111ounted.
with only 1:38 left in the game team."
.
winning the battle is a journey of
Life is not just one giant effort to
when Tyrone Johnson· took a
The big play hurt the Bison destruggle and sacrifice-of patience . win but a series of struggles. Life
screen .pass from Lee DeBoee and fense though. The Bulldogs scored
and resilence. Winning is not an is a journey-and so is winning.
raced 48 yards down the sideline first on a 67-y&rd pass from quarisolated occurrence, but rather a We can turn defeat into victory,
for an appatent game tying touch- terback· Charles Glaze to wide resequence of smllil and meaningful and in.doing so, see winning .in its
down; but an official said Johnson ceiver Cecil Holt. The point-after
gains.
proper perspective.
stepped out of bounds at the 38- · kick gave State a 7-0 lead with
H we adopt Lombardi's concept
We learn too much from defeat
I yard line, thereby nullifying ~he 5:04 left in the first_quarter.
of winning, we undermine the idea to let it Conquer us. We become
I
e ti touchdown. The game ended for
Howard came back four plays laof competition-not just in foot- true champions when we confront
. ball, but in every part of our lives .• wrong and struggle until it's right;
the Bison four plays later when terwhenquarterbackLeeDeBose,
DeBose wail sacked for a 10 yard starting for irtjured Leon Brown,
We all know too well how vast and when we stretch ourselves beyond
complex the world is . It is ourselve~giving until it hurts.
loss on fourth down.
threw a screen pass to full back
" If he stepped on the line, I Ronnie Epps; who turned upfield
frequently without justice, filled
Winning isn't everything but
couldn't tell , and I was standing and raced down the side line for a
with conflicts and confrontations. living and improving is all. And in
Our innermost struggles which life, within the spirit of CQmpeti ~
right there," said H_oward Head 60-yard touchdown. "Jon NichoCoach Willie Jeffries. "If he step- laisen's point-after kick tied -the
oonfront us daily are battles ove_r tion, winning and losing are in'
right and wrong- requiring us to separable.
peel out, he barely did . When the score at 7-7.
•
O..rp R. Ne...:ombllfi lltop Staffer
commit, standing firm for our
play is that close, it has to be at the
'.!'he Bulldogs regained the lead
Winning is a journey, not a descause, instead of quitt ing. We tination. Howard's footba ll team Howard quarterback, Lee DeBose tums ·upfteld on hJs way to ru1hinc for.109 official's discretion."
1'1;7, 10 plays later when Steven
make mistakes, we S;tart over, we may not have arrived , but like yard.e in the Bi9on '1 lou to South Carolina State. For his performance, he wu
The gaine marked the first time Cobb scored on a 12-yard run. The
·
work harder-and one day we suc- most of us, they are on t heir way. named ''MEAC Rookie of the Week.''
this season that the Bison offense
Contin ued on page 16
ceed.

Sidney A. Jennln11
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Bisonettes Undefeated i:p Conferencce, But 1-5 outside MEAC
because \\'e have strong blockers su'i.: h
as Stephanie Doug las. Jackie Holli Hilltop Staff .Reporter
-. da)', a11d Kri~tina McCoill1111 .
Besides 1hose pla)•ers, Valena
'' Yo u win some a nd you lose
so me'' is .a 'Com mon adage in sports, Moore, substituting for the irtjured
and aft er this past week's a~ti vit i.es Q.n l .jsa Cureton, a sett.er, and Ladonna
the volleyba ll court , the Ho" ·ard Was h111g1on a nd Tracey S1nith, who
Universi1y BisoneJtes can definitely ha,,e played consiste11tly ,,·ell, also
turned in good perfo rma11ces. PO\\'Cr
relate.
hitter Kare11 Be1111c1 v.·as sti ll a11otl1cr
The team defeated Morgan State.i11 Biso11e11e '''110 go1 l1igh 111arks fr o nt
three straight sets las1 Wednesday her coach.
evening in Baltimore, t hen d ropped:
'' Karen played all around . She
a 15-9, 15-6, 15- 12 loss to cross-town played the best defense I've seen all
rival tieorgetown thi s past T uesday yea r by a gir l 5'8'' or over. Defense ~
to bring their record .to 3-5 overall is very hard to play for 1all girls on
and 2-0 in MEAC conference play. the bac k row," Deb nam said.
The Georgetown match saw a difThe Bisonet1es pl ayed well in
fe rent Bisonettes team. O ne !hat acdefeat ing Mo rgan , a ·tealn that relies
on a powei"-ful hitting game as its ma- cording to Debnam, simply made too
jor wea pon . Bisonettes Head Coac h many mental errors to win against the
Cynthia Debnam said it was her oppo rtunistic Hoyas.
'' They {Bisonettes) usua lly play ,
team 's abilit y to neutralize that aspect smart volleybal l, but today they
o f th-e ga me that m ade th em weren't thinking," said Debnam .
victo rid us.
In addi ti on, the nine year veteran
head coach a lso c ited 1wo
''It 's always di ffi cult to play
Mo rgan because they have stro.ng hit - Georgetown plays that spe lled her
ters," Debname said . ' 'Bu e we won team 's even1ual den1ise.

Slanle)' R. \ 'errett

.

'

''They ran the five a11d the si:x 0 11
tis all night." Debnam said. ''Those

are seco11d optio~la)'S, '' t1i<:l1 111t.·a11s
!hat the ba ll is ~cl and 011c l1i11cr f;,1!..cs

af it a11d 'a11ot l1cr 011e l1its at it ...
•
The setting \Vas done by the Hoyas·
Ber11adct1e McC01111ell a11d 1110~1· of
tl1c hitting h)' 5'1 1'' fre~l1rna 11 Ca1!1~·
i ·a)'lor, a 1)0\\er hi1ter \\'l1ose ~p~kes
caused the Biso11et1es big trouble.
··oefc11ding against 1t1ese p\a~· s requires slO\\' bloc king and our s1re11gth
is quick blocking, so \ve had trouble
adjust ing," Debna111 sa id :
One bright spot for the Bisonel(es
in the ga me was the play of Ho lliday.
The senior power hitter played weJlthroughout I.he contes1, but particu larly in the thi rd ga me of tl1e
matc h, where she and Douglass led
t he Bisonet tes back to a 10- 10 1ie
after they had fallen be hi nd 10- 1.
Deb nam att ributes Hol liday's abi li IY to get the lea1n going 10 he r competi tive natu re.
'' J ackie plays regard less of the circumstances, and she plays her best
bal l al l the ti me. ·· said Deb nam.

''She plays \vhe11 we' re up and '''e're
do'''n . ..She's a co n1petitor . ·•
Al-ter the 111a1 cl1,, 1t11;.• Biso11ett e
J1ead coa(·h also ques1io11ed ~0111e of
tl1c ' ' judgen1ental'' officia ti11g 1hat
,,·ent the Ho)'as \Vay du ri11g the
n1c1tL"h.

say the officials were cheating, only
t ha t so me of the calls were
judgmen1a l. ' '
The Bisonet tes re1urn ho me on
Oct. 8 to face the University o f
Maryla nd Eastern Sho re at the Burr
Gym.
I
,

'' I tho ught that th ey were stuffing
the bal l. One t ime \vhen Karen (Ben 11ett of the Biso11et 1es) d id it, the offici al s had to let it go because they
ha d n'o t bee n ca lli11g it. on
Georgetown ,'' s_h e sa id. '' I wouldn 't

'

The Ladies of Alpha Chapter
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
and
The gentlemen of XI Chapter
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.
present
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MEAC Honors Bison Rookies
Jim Trotter

,

Jim Trotter

Hilltop Staff Reporter

For freshman Willie "Spanky"
Johnson, athletic honors appear to
come easily. The 6 foot 1 inch defensive back from J .L . Manns
- High School in Greenville., SC,
wu an all-state, all-~onfetence
and all-city Rfrformer in ndt only
football, but also basketball and
track.
So when the acoounting major
was chosen "MF;AC Rookie of the
Week" for bis two interceptions
and one fumble recovery on Sept.
2\, one might wonder what effect
the honor would have on him.
"It's a pretty good feeling," said
Johnaon. "It wu a surprise. to me,
but it alao ·m otivated me. Once you
win it, you want to win it every
week."
.
"That shows that he's not oomplacent and won't rest on his
laurels," said Howard Head Coach
Willie Jeffries.
During hia senior year in high
achoo!, Johnson was recruited by
the Univenity of South Carolina,
APP"lachi•n State, South Carolina State, Furman and Howard.
Many of the 1ec1 uiten were im·
pr 1s·ad with hla 27 interceptiono
in three yean at J .L. ~•nne, aa
well as hla Iona jump of 23 feet, 7
ind'11, hia triple jump of •7 feet
and hla time ot •9.0 in the .00 me-

!-

,
·.

: .•.

•

Willie "Spenky" JohnMn

ten. He ..id be cho1a Howard be-

cauN of Coach Jeffriee.
•All the ochools beard that I was
aoinl to Furman, but Coach Jeffr-

i• wu the main 1 a·eon I came. Hi

'

B, ).l

Hilltop Staff Reporter

For most freshmen athletes,
playing in their first collegiate
football game can be a petrifying
experience. For others, it can be a
humblirig experience: aut for Howard University quarterback Lee
DeBose, neither was the case.
Starting for the first time in his
four-game collegiate career, the 5
foot 10 inch freshman accounted
for more than half of the Bison's
total offense last week in a 27-21
defeat to South Carolina State. In
the game, he rushed for 109 yards,
passed for 115 yards, ran for an
11-yard touchdown and passed to
fullback Ronnie Epps for a 60-yard
score.
Those statistics led officials of
the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference (MEAC ) to name him
"MEAC Rookie of the Week."
"It's alright," said Debose of the
hoqor. "It's not much that I can
. say; ,t hat I got the honor is picking
me up, making me want to do better. I didn't.think I'd be able to do
the things 'J. did in high school
(1914 yards pas•ing and 842 rush,
ing) in oollege. But now that I eee I
can, I feel more oomfortable."
The b11man development nutjor
added, "I didn't pt nervoua at all
(before the pmel. The playero md
coaches told me to relax and go out
and play; so I went into the game
more relaxed."
The fU'llt time DeBose plaJ od in
a game for the Biaon, hill playing
was anything but relaxed. During

•

THE
CRIMSON AND CREAM
CONNECTION
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at the CLUBHOUSE
1296 Upshur St. N.W.
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Friday, October 4, 1985
I I :00 pm-5:00 am
I

S2.50 Greeks w/paraphernalia
S3.00 w/college ID
S6.00 w/o college ID
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Continued on page 16
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,Bradley Addresses Convocation
C011tt•lled from paae t

practiced law for two years, and was

a member of ·the Los Angeles City
Council. He has won the Thurgood
Marshall Award from the National
Association for the Advancement of
Color~

People (NAACP) Legal

Defense and Education Fund, the

Sword of Haganah of the State of
Israel, anc the ''Man of the Year'.'
Award from. the African Methodist
· Episcopal Church. .
·
Bradley directed his message to the
students, urging them to set goals and
dreams for themselves and strive to
achieve them for their owtl sake and
for the sake of the deps:ived ''who
nCed our help."
••11 is far better to have a dream

and not succeed in reaching it than

r

to have no dream at all. You must

•

first believe in yourself and have the
unshakeable faith that you will succeed.'' He added in recalling the
words of Winston Churchill, ••

'

'N,ever give 1n. Never give in. ne\•er,
never, ne\'Cr ... except to the convictions of honor and good sense.' ''
Bradley 11oted · that apartheid in
South Africa dehuma11izes 72 percent
ot' the population - which i:, Black.
''Bishop Desmond t'ull-1 1.. u11 ·t e\'Cn
vote in his own country," he said.
Withi11 the past year 6'X> Blacks have
been killed, thousands have been jail~

~dhip~~~ ~~~e~!a~~~elnb~~t~e~~~f~~ .
a blood bath is brewing .. . .The
American people cannot wait for the
government 10 act .... You must join
the thousands \\'ho have had enough
of the actions o~ South' Africa ... . Lel
the president kno'v that you won'!
take anymore . ''
In Ethiopia, tt)ree hundred thou sand died last year alone from starvation, but ClUring the years of 1981
to 1984 President Reagan cut off all
food aid to Ethiopia and other
African countries and paid farmers

to stop gro ....·ing surplus grain, accor-

ding to Bradley.
This prompted such acts as U.S.A.
For Africa's ''We.Are The World''
album and the Live Aid concert, in
whic~

all profits were dedicated to

African relief and . other poverty
stricken groups; sit-ins at the South
African Embassy with participants
ranging from college students to prominent political figuresj an·d the raising of $400 thousand by a group of
Los Angeles schoo l children for the
Ethiopian cause.
Bradley said he has divested $4
billion out of the Los Angeles pension system and has cut off relations
with banks doing business with South
Africa.
. Students attending the event felt inspired. ''The convocation was very
enlightening and informative. It produced a new insight into the problems
we are experiencing in today's society. He (Bradley) also provided solu-

Rights Topiei at CBC

•
tions for the students in trying to
alleviate the famir.e in South Africa,''
s~id Antonio Brinkley, a senior ,in
Liberal Arts.
.
Along with Bradley, two other prominent achievers were honored. Recipient of .the Degree of Doctor of
Music w~s Composer, Director and
Producer Quincy Jones .
During his many years of work in ·
the music industry, Jones has
directecl " '' ".' ~ musicians as Billy Exton, Count Basie and Peggy Lee. He
has composed musical scores for
''Come Back Charleston Blue,"
'\For The Love of Ivy'' and ''The
Wiz''. He has produced 12 albums
including Michael Jackson's ''Off
The Wall'' and ''Thriller'' and
U.S.A. For Africa's ''We Are The
World''. Jones has been awarded
several Oscars and Grammies for his
acheivements and is sometimes refer'red to as the ''Quincentennial
Musician.''

Co•ll•Uftl Oft P91t 5

occur - whether in tiationa which
the U.S. eonaidera to be allieo or
considers to be enemies and
whether under White government
or Black government. ·
Knight, in agreement with
Nr.ongola, said, ". . . there are a
bundle of human right. which peo.
pie must eqjoy if they are to live in
a civili7.8Cl society. The emphuis is
not oh a democratic society, but on
a society in which the term
civilization doea not mean you
wear western clothing ...."
'
Knight stressed the need for
venues in which people can exchange opinions, learn and live
together and have mutual respect
for each other.
. _
Speaking of the Caribbean,
Knight dillCU88ed some of the economic problems facing the people.
He mentioned the ''burgeoning_

Marsalis quartet at Howard
Conllnuff from

P•I~

7

ular hit compositions, ''Black
was, according to many jazz fans, Codes of the Underground," also
one of the better jazz concerts the title of his latest LP. This tune
given in Crampton Auditorium possesss the traditional sound of
since Phyllis Hyman's concert in contemporary jazz .. In the middle
February. Marsalis strolled on of the piece there was a quartet
stage sporting a white cashmere eonstructed breakdown which fea·
double-breasted. sportcoat and a tured a mellow solo piece by Mar·
pair of eoal gray wool slacks that salis.
·
sent the audience of 600 .gasping
Afterwards , the quartet
for ~r. His quartet consisted of harmoniously creeped into
world-class pianist Marcus ''Sleepy-time·Down South," a piece
Roberta, Jeff Watts on drums, and made famous by Louis Armstrong.
Bob Hurst on bass.
The soothing tones of Maisalis'
The glib jazz•artist opened the trumpet and a caressing piano unconcert _w ith one of his most pop- dertone fabricated an intense

'

•

mode of relaxation that could have
only been complimented by a
candlelight dinner and a ceremonial massage. The composition was
thoroughly reminiscent of Marsalis' rain'- forest personality.
Following "Sleepytime Down
South'' was the inspiring jazz cut
''Later.'' This cut baa somewhat of
a rebellious nature to it, ushered
by a petite character of fusion. As
the base' belted out a harsh note,
the trumpeteer eloqu~ntly ended
the tune.
A rigorous ov~rture ushered in
''Knozz-Mo-King," a tune in-

dieative of liberal jazz performing
along with the innova~ive jazz
trumpeteer were two Howard Uni·
versity Jazz Ensemble musicians,
Tim Warfield playing also sax·<
ophone and Gerald Reid playing
the trombone, Each musician per·
formed a solo of his choice. One _
other independent mu1ician by
the name of Kane Kimchem also
performed a solo during "Knozz·
Mo-King."
Following the intermission
were such composition as ''Oral
Oasis'' and ''Presence," both of
which hold well constructed form.

-·

•

Murphy Sings ,
,Continued · from pag~
•

Everything you always
wanted to know about
sports. And more. •

Gibson the All-Time Best?

When Cheryl Miller
led the USC women's bas·
ketba ll team lo the
NCAA championship
a year ago. she was
touted by many as
the best woman player
ever. Maybe even good
enough to play in the National Basketball Associa·
tion. Miller is still in college
and ii remains to be seen if
she can compete in a men's
league. The thought. however. is intriguing

On a Fast Track!

On the
Horizon

•

.

'

•

meters. setting the world record in the
process. Rudolph also anchored the USP:s
winning 400 meter relay teqm giving her
three golds. For her record-breaking per·
formance, she was voted Associated Press
female athlete of the year.

.1

THEN COME TO LEtTY'S
NEW YORK STYLE DELI
GEORGIA AVENUE AT
IRVING STREET
FOR THE VERY BEST IN
HAIR CARE
JEANNElTE's BEAUTY
SALON
,
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HAIR CARE WITH A FLAIR
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Valerie Brisco-Hooks matched Rudolph's !eat at the 1984 Summer Olympics in
Los Angeles by winning three gold medals.
Brisco-Hooks won the 100 and 400
meter events and ran the third leg of the 4 x
400 meter relay team, joining Rudolph as the
only American woman to win three gold
medals in a single olympiad .

'

•

ON THE HILL CARRING TO THE c.AMPUS
· CROWD
DO YOU WANT A REALDEAL IN A
SANDWICH
WITH LOADS AND LOADS OF MEAn

Passing the Baton

\

"How Could It Be" ie a pretty
good album, suprisingly, It will be
interesting to see what will be
Eddie Murphy's next musical project and if he can do more by himself. •

-1Pregnancy Testing
-1Pregnancy Termination
-1Full Gynecological Services
-1Herpes Testiqg
-V.D Testing/Treatment
-,Birth Control
-.Strictly• Confidential

•

It any"
one can top
'
Althea Gibson's
victories on
the tennis
court. it might
(< •
be Zina Garrison.
Garrison jusl be·
came the first
Black lemale since .
Gibson to compete
in the prestigious Wimbledon Tennis Champi:
onstiip. The 21-yea r -old sensation pushed
Wimbledon champjon Martina Navratilova
to the limit before losing in their semi-final
match on center court.

However, the saving pointi, aa
stated earlier, are the eonp written by Miirphy, On one number, he
not only sings but plays the piano
and although the songs are simple
they are not bad for a beginner.

2112 F St. N.W. Third Floor
Washington, D.C. 20037
PHONE (202) 337-7200

Tennis legend. Althea Gibson.
may be the all · time best
Black female athlete. Bor(l in
Silver. Soulh Carolina. in 1927.
Gibson played her first tournament in 1942 and went on to
become the American Tennis
Association singles champion in
1944 and 1945.
In 1957 and 1958 she put together two remQ'.rkable seasons
during which she won. back-toback , singles titles at Wimbledon and was ranked number
one in the world .

Track and field is the sport that historic ally has produced the leading Black female
athletes. Wilma Rudolph exploded onto the
scene at the Rome Olympics in 1960 where .
she won the gold medal in the 100 and 200

inan wheton several occaliona has
shown ·a mastery of the art of
mimicry, sounds like Wonder. Hil
intonation and emphasia · on cer·
tain words sound too much 1i1te
Wonder's.

NEW
SUMMIT
:MEDICAL
•
CENTER

'

'

7

noted for his musil:al talent, The
numbers written by Murphy are
pretty good, but simplistic in instrumentation and lyrics. Howev·
er, thesongsdohavemeeaagesand
are not just "I want you, please
love me songs."
Althdugh the album is
suprisingly good, one cannot help
but wonder if this is due to the
musical heavyweights helping
Murphy on this project. With such
musicians as Stevie Wonder and
Rick James behind a musieal proj· .
ect anyone eould sound good. This
must be asked especially when in
the numbers written specifically
by Stevie Wonder, Murphy, the

•

Black Athletes-The Women

""°'

•

•

•

populatiODll without employ11-t
and diminiehinl opporta1nitiel for
education which th~reh, ,,minioh
opportunities for them 'A> 1erk a
livelihood both inaide their
eountriea and outaicle. The
nomic oppr e11ion the people are
facing will have, and mut have
political reperctlaaiona."
Asked what Blaclra in thil c:oun·
try can do to preseure the U.S. ·gov·
ernment to take action on the
violations occurring in Africa and
the Caribbean, Nzongola eaid,
"PreSBure Randall Robiuon to
look at ieaues other than South
Afriea, yet be mindful of hia resources - TransAfrica is overt.asked by the government and has
limited personnel."
Nzongola also suggested that
greater support be give!' to groupe
such as Africare and other orp·
nizations that are helping African ·
countries help themselves.

•
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Hilltop/Friday, October ... lllllt.

'

'

a son
ward by the ocore of eight to one.
Mason fields one of the most exs
perienced teams in the area. Ho-

It's ironic that the only win, by The team is one and eight in dous
Hilltop Staff Reporter
Howard was freshman Bob bles matches this season. ·'lfhe Netters received another
Brvan's 7-6, 6-0, vict.ory over PabTennis Coach Larry Strickland
lesson in the school of hard knocks. ward's situation is the exact re- lo Vilanoel, which may say that said of his team's poor doubles
This time the teacher was George verse. As they play teams with ex- maybe a little more determination play," I have been trying to imMason University, the winner of perienced players, they continue might bring more wins.
press upon the players the ims
the Salisbury Tournament two to come out on the short end of the
One of the vUlnerablities of the portance of really becoming familweeks ago. Mason crush~ Ho- 'stick.
team has been their double's play . . iar with your partner's style of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·": play. Add some hard work to this
Joaeph R. Anm-um

Homecoming Events
''constitutes fashion as an art- inn ova t i v -e, y e t
ressurected ... expreBBing both feels
ings and emotions'' according to
Meaux Craig, the show's coordinaz
tor. The designs of three Howard
students "?ll be featured along
with those of Alfred Sung,
Fiorucci, Akin, Ed Burke, Tannery West, Georgetown Leather Design, Urban Outfitters, and Hats?
insthesBelfry, according to Craig.
The Greek Show kicks off at 6:30
p.m. on Wednesday, October 16 in
Burr Gymnasium and is expected
to sell out once again. The Punchout will feature a Night ofJazz and

r

Entertainment on Thursday,
October 17, a couples night affair
according to Homecoming Committee PR Director Chris Caths
cart. Both local comedians and, a
jazz ban<! will be there to provide
enterta1nllftm.t.
Other events include the
Howardfest and a Pep Rally, both
on Friday the 18th. The Homecoming Parade will begin Saturday at
8:30 a.m.
The Howard Bisor vs. Virginia
State homecoming game will be at
RFK Stadium beginning at 1 p.m ..
The concert will start at 8 p.m. in
Cramton .A uditorium.

and we can wln 'm ore double
matches.
The scores of the matches were
as follows: Darryl Pope versus
Cott Carpenter 6 7, 5s7; Kent
'Whitley versus Gordon Jack 3 6,
2~6; Joe Major versus Kenny Day
6 7, 2s6; Sean Bowne versus Della
Young 3 6, 4 '6; and Haywood Wils
7

7

7

7

7

son vel'IUI Dave Dileo 3-6, 4-6.
The match again1t Catholic
Univeraity WU
JaatsFris

..,,,...IJed

day becawoe of the weather.

The
game will be played today. The
Bi80n's next play will be Saturday
in the Capital Collesiate Cl• sic,
at American Univeraity.

COME GET 10 KNOW BADISCHE ...
i

+

Stanley H. Kaplan

i

I

WHAT ARE • WE?

WHO ARE WE?

•An Equal Opportunity Employer ·'
•An established leader in chemicals and fibers manufacturing
•A subsidiary of BASF. one of the world's largest chemical companies
•A Fortune 500 company
~
oA believer in individual performance and merit
'
•A growing company with growth opportunities for our people
•Small enough to react favorably to 11conomic changes
•Large enough to provide stability anct career opportunity
•Committed to Quality Improvement

•

The SMART MOVE!
PREPARATION FOR :

GMAT. LSAT.
GRE
•
MCAT. DAT

Badische' Will Be
Interviewing On Your Campus
Howard University on October 22, 1985

244-1456

Call Days . Even ings & Weekends

BASF

Member ot the BASF Group

l

We'd like to t~ll you more about Badische and talk about how you
could fit into our organization. See your Placement Office for details.

-t{

N

OUR PEOPLE MAKE TIIE DIFFERENCE ...

EOl.CATIONAL
CENTER

P.S. Our name is pronunced Baa.dish-uh.
;
('

•

••

.1
7

Continul'd lru1n p1111,t
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•

1ng
' the Popular Movement for the
Liberation of Angola (MPLA) by
.t he White press . Coleman
observed that there . was biased
reporting by the white press from
Angola, in favor of South Africansupported National Union for the
Total Independence of Angola
(UNITAJ.
Coleman, currently attached to
Howard's African Studies and Res
search Center, is organizer for a
forthcoming United Nationesponsored international cons
ference on drought and desertification in Africa. The conference is scheduled for October 24
to 27 at Howard's Armour J .
Blackburn University Center.

•

-

DeBose

•

\

'

\.

-

I
•

'

••
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Conlinutd from page 13

'

1

the second week of the season, he
was put into the game against
. Rhode Island. He cal)ed a play in
· the huddle and set the team at the
line of scrimmage. But wh~n the
ball was snapped, he turned the
wrong way and ran the option in
: the wrong direction. But against
• South Carolina State, .he ran the
·option "the way it's supposed to be
run ," said Howard Head Coach
Willie Oeffries.
·
"I was really surprised that he
handled himself that well, being
that he is a freshman and this is
the fint time he bas run the dive
' option," said Jeffries. ''But he ,
looked like a seasoned veteran out
, there last Saturday."
: DeBose said, "Everybody was
, really surprised.in a way (at how
; well he ran the ·offense). But the
team gave me support and the
'. leadership they gave LeoD.
1
(Brown)."
•
. . 'Tm just happy to be playing,"
,'.said DeBoee. "I knew I could do it,
•but I didn't expa.t •to do it right
:away. Now, I just want to do it
!every week."
'. DeBoee said he likes to play baa; ketball in his spare time, but said,
;"Mainly I keep to myself. rm just
:happy to be playing and .w hen we
:start winning, that will be fun."
: He said he fee la the Bison ohould
;'.'win the majority of their pmee"
;in the second halfofth6 eeeeon. .
•
Ifhe keepe ninnjng and pe··jng
!aa he did laat week while the tspm
,powo together, the wino ohoulcln't
1>e far off.
' ,,
•

'

-

-I

i

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had
known what being stuck in the same boat
would mean, chances are neither would have
set foot aboard.
)
And if you're stuck in the satne boat with a long
distance company that doesn't give you all the
services you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous
thoughts.
Biit when you pick AThT as your lo_ng distance
company, you know you're in for smooth sailing.

"You'll get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate
connections-even during the busiest hours.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off 04r Day
Rate on state-tosstate calls. And operators to
assist you with immediate credit for wrong
numbers and collect calling.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance
company, sign aboard with AThT. With AThT Long .
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded.

I

Reach out and touch someorie!'

'

'

•
C 1985 AT&T Communications
l
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COME ON',fFlli't.. ! . THERE'S THE f"ASH

00N'1" -re;LL ME "BOUT l<Ol'>E-COMIN&,
l>i:lf'Elf.I I'VE. Hl'.0 IT.I L...ST YEAR REALLY PtSSEO Me: Ol"F !

•

'
•

SHOW, STEl'SHOU/,AND 11-IECRE'S THe:

t;Vli.' /KAPPA CA8All~T.'
WHAT "THE (llf'S AND KJ'IPpASTo(rE;HEf? ! 1"HIS WIL.L SE t.tVE,1 .

BuT Ptv,TH•S Ye.AR'> 1>1F~e.NT.'
YEAH, •HA1"'5 WHAT THEY A~~ SAY! I'

No• ATTEND IN&

ANY'THINtT.' ·

HEY.I HOW ARE DOIN<T'? I '11-iOUC."T
YO(I WE~!; MAD AND WoT {;Of/Afl

So You vOIN~.1

o.

.M:>,

l'M

•

I'M ,ofAD. ... BUT tliof NoT'C/i'lzY/

MAD/

•

•

..

General .
-The Ladies of Alpba Chapler,Delta
Si.gma Theta Sorori1y, Inc . will sponsor their 9th Annual Walk-A -Thon
on Sat. October 12, 1985 on behalf

•

•

of Thika Maternity HOSP.ital in
Nairobi, Kenya . Stude11ts interested

in participating can pick up pledge
sheets beginni11g 1today i11 Bethune
1 rms . 504 E·. 621 E, 3 l 3E, Slowe rms.
3-127, 3-218, and Mcridia11 rms. 810,
229.

'
Attentiqn
,.. All clubs, organization s, and
~tudent

councils who signed up to
in the Homecoming Parade
need to hav~ a representative at
the Homecoming Parade meeting
'
be

on October 7, 1985 at 5:00 p.m . in
the Forum Room in the Blackburn
-. Center.

•

INTERESTED IN INTERNA ·
TIONAL AFFAIRS? INTERNA·
TIONAL BUSINESS SOC IETY
(!BS) present s Mr . Denni s Corbo)',
Direct<]_r of Press and Public Affair's
for th e Delegatio n of the Euro pean
Con11nunit)' . O ct. 8, 11 a .m . Schoo l
o f Bu si 11ess Audito rium .
T he Health Pr o moti o n Di sease
1>rcycn1io n Committ ee o f the College
o f Allied Health Sciences Stude11t
Council \viii be spo nsori11g·a 'Semin ar
entitled '' Yo ur Sexual Healt h'' o n
~1onda y , Ocl. 7th, 7:30-9·:30 p.m . in
rhe Quadrangle' s Bald\vin Lounge. A
\'er)' infornJat ive evening- be there!

BLA C K
C LA SS IC S FIL~1
FESTIVAL PRE SENT S '" TH E
AUTOBIOGRAP-HY O F MI SS
JANE
PITMAN "
H UMA N
ECOLOGY AUD ITORIUM 7 P. M.
FREE AD~11 S SION
FRE E
REFRESHMENTS.

TH E LADI ES OF ALPHA
C HAPTER , ALPHA KAPPA
ALPHA SORORITY . IN C . PRE·
Sl NT A CU LT URAL SERIES ON
COMP UTER LITERACY : HO\V
C A N IT .HELP YQ U? ON SU NDAY, O CTOBER 6 AT 4:30 PM IN
TH E
BLA C KB U R N
A UDITO RI UM.

CHICAGO OR BUST!!
·:· Driving to C l1 icago for Ho lid a)'
Weekend . Leaving H .U. o n Friday,
I Ith after 2 p.JTI . Relurni.ng Monday
evening the 14th . Looki11g for 2·
stude~t s to sha re rid e & e.xpenses.
CALL Joe ... 636· A· JET .

DO YOU E NJOY SO UTHERN
COMFORT? If so , plan to a1tend the
first annual MISS GEORGIA
PEAC H PAGEANT on Oct . 9 in the
Co llege o f Fi11e Ari s Room 3001 . All
are \\'elco m.e!

PLAN TO S PEND S 0~1E Tl~1 E
WITH JES US
Attend the Baptist Stude11t Union
meetings, ever)' \Vednesda)' at 5: 15
p .m, in the basement o f Rank in
Chapel. Howard Uni versit y Bapt is t
Stude11t, Union . Andre\'' Rankin
Chapel, Contact : Michele Pierce
842·9096
The Howard Uni vers ity Co llege
Young Democr.at s \l.'ill meet Th ursday, OctOber 10, at 5 p.m. in
Douglass Hall, Room B-21 . For mo re
ihformation, call EriC'· Robi11 so n at
,. 7g7 -2148. The ,publi c iS invi ted .

•

A1t ention Kentuckians !!
1985 Club Pictures \viii be taken at
7 p.n1. o n Thursday Oct . 10th at
Found~ r s Library. A short meet ing
" 'i ll follow . ~lease come prepared to
pa rti cipat e. Everyone \velco me!

Sign1 a Delta.Chi / The Socei1 y o f Profess io nal Jour11ali s1s, \l.'ill ho ld a
meet ing o n \Ved . Ocl . 9 at 5 p.m . in
room B201 . All members please
attend .

THE GET FRESH GROOVE OF ' 85
Featuring: Fresh Tropical Dacquaries
Place : 1321 ''T'' St . N .\V .
Date: Oct. 4
Time : IO-until
Music by : O.C. FLASH
All this for $2.00
Produced by: DACQUARIE Pro·
duc1ions II

Howa rd Uni versity Chess Club
CHEf11STRY MAJOR S!
The seco nd .meeting of the H .U.
There will be a meeti 11g o f the ' Chess Club will be held on Mon. Oct .
AMERICAN CHEMI C·AL SOC IE· 7 in Room 106/ 110 o f the College o f
TY on Wednesday, Oct'. 9 . Follo\v- Pharmacy at 5 p .m . A_ll are invited
ing the meeting there \viii be a to attend . For furlher info . call Dr.
FRESH~1AN RECEPTION where K. Scott at 636· 7288 or Donald
refreshment s will be served .
Minu s at 829-2082 .
Phi Beta Lamba-Fu1-ure Bu si ness
Leaders of America will have its next
meeting Wed . O ct. 91h at 5:40 p.n1.
in room 216 in 1he Schoo l of
Business. Dues anP Gues t Speaker!

'

The Ladies of· ALPHA C HAPTER,
ALPHA
KAPPA
ALPHA
SORORITY, INC. remind all in ·
terested persOns that the deadline fo r
essays in our Beulah E . Burke Essay
Contest is tomorrow, Saturday, Oct .
_5. The topic is ''NETWORKING: A
CHALLENGE FOR BLA C K
WOMEN IN THE SO'S." The essay
should be typewritten, double spaced, and 800- 1000 words . Three copies
:must be subfnitted on Saturday, Oct.
5 between 6-9 p.m . Meridian Hill,
Rm 834 . .
The Charles H . Houston Pre-Law
Society will be having a local law
school admissions panel on Tuesday,
Oct. 8 in the School of Business
Auditorium at 5 p.m .

..

THE ILLUSTRIOUS STARLET
COURT OF PHI BETA SIGMA
FRATERNITY INC. congratulates
and fully supports the brothers on the
occasion of their protest and subsequent arrests Friday at the South
African ~rilbassy.

Chess To urnament
The H. U. Chess C lub will hold its
fir st Chess tournament on Sal . Oct .
5 at lhe Blackburn Center., Registra1ion is a1 9 a .m . Tournament
dona1ion ~ $ l .OO. All ' scores recieve
a H .U. C hess Club tee shirt . Bring
board and pieces . See you there .

CHI CA.G O CLUB MEETING
O ctober 4, in room(s) 148/ 150
Blackburn Center. PLEASE BE ON
TIME . Issues evolving around the
pageant and homecoming.
ATTENT ION:
INDIANA
RESIDENTS
There will be a wine and cheese social
held on Oct . 10, in Douglass
Auditorium at 6:00 p.m. All New and
old members are asked to attend.
ATTENTION
NURSING
STUDENTS:
The Ladies of Chi Eta Phi Sorority,
Inc ., would like to invite all interested
nursing students to participate in
''The Road to Success: Effective Test
Taking Skills'' seminar on Friday,
October 4, from 3-5 p.m. in the College of Nursing, room 220.

Don ' t Miss the Boac!!!
The Second Year Class o f the
Ho\vard Universit y School of Law
cordiall y invites you to 1he Event o f
the Year . C ome crui se 1he
C hesapeake Bay aboard the Harbor
Queen in Annapo lis, MD . October
13, 1985 . $12.00 per person . En joy
free champagne & hors d'oeuvres at
the La\\'· School : 5 p.n1 . Departure
fro m the La~· School \\·ill be at 7 p.m.
Transportation wi ll be provided to
and from Annapo lis. For ticket informati on call 572-4985 or 7 26~ 6039 .

THERE \VILL B,E A VERY IM PORTANT MEETING OF THE
NORTH CAROL INA C LUB ON
THURSDAY O C TOBER
JO .
TOPI CS OF IMPORTANCE WILL
BE DISC USSED : PI C NIC , OFFI C E'RS, A & T FOOTBALL
GAME AND MUCH MORE . ALL
OF THOSE PERSONS FROM THE
TARHEEL STATE ARE EN COURAGED TO BE IN ATTEN ·
DANC E. THE ~1EETING \VILL
BEG IN PROMPTLY AT 6:30 P . M.
IN THE HILLTOP LO U NGE OF
THE BLA C KBURN CENTER.
N.O.B.U .C.S. IS
NOBU C US , the Natio nal Organiza tio n of Black U11i\•ersity a11d co llege
student s, \\1ill hold a GENERAL
BODY MEETING 011 Thursday, October 10, 1985 at 7 p.1n. in the
Human Ecology Auditorium . TH E
YEARBOOK PHOTO WILL BE
TAKEN AT THE END OF THIS
MEETING

·Services
Attenti o n Pa·rt y People!
Stop sett ling for second rate di sc
jockeys and gel the best for less. Contact L.A. Groove Productions for the
Ultimate in part y promotion s.
Featuring O .J . Pari s Le\.\•is. Now
booking 789·8007.

TRIPLE YOUR READING SPEED
IN THREE WEEKS. T H E IDEAL
LEARNING
CENTER
IN
COOPERATION WITH THE
AFRO-AMERICAN STUD I ES
RESOURCE CENTER INV IT ES
YOU TO A FREE INTRODUCTORY MINI SPEED READING
SESSION MON . OCT. 7 AT 12
NOON AND 7:30 P .M . 11>1 THE
LECTURE HALL OF THE
UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY.
CLASSES BEGIN T H URSDAY ,
OCT. IOTH . FOR MORE INFOR MATION CALL 269-9422.
PART T IME POSITION EARN
EXTRA CASH
AND/ OR A .SPEED READING
CLASS, MA R KETING AND
RECRUITING FOR THE IDEAL
RAPID READING AND COMPREHENSION BUILDING PROGRAM .. FO R MORE INFORMATION CALL 269-9422.
$$$ MALES AND FEMALES $$$

Looking for 5 BUS INESS-M INDED
I ND I VID UALS WIL'LING TO
SPEND 5- 10 hrs. per week in order
to make considerable extra income.
INTERESTED? Call 301-681-7888,
Silver Spr ing. OPPORTUNITY
AWAITS YOU. SE RI OUS INQUIRES ONLY.
!!! MALES AND FEMALES!!!
With a WELL-BALLANCED DIET,
PERSONALIZED
R EVOLUTIONARY ANTI-AGING SKIN
CA RE, · a nd
the
LA TEST
LEATHER
WEAR
ALL
AVAILABLE to YOU through your
independent distributor, CAL L
301-681-7888 and start being
BEA UT IFUL -F ROM -T HE INSIDE-OUT! ! ! !!!! ! !!!!

Personals

To K.K.
We've only just begun . ..\.nd I hope
it never ends. I love you .
Signed ... Pee Wee

•

•

GOOD LUCK PROSPECTIVE O H ... OH ... OH MY GOD! l 'M
To Milkdud:J know it's o nly been
STARLETS
MARRIED!!! ... TO A B.U.G .!
6 Y1 months, but the time we had
THE MAN : 4/ 16/ 82
. IT 'S G REAT BEING YOUR H US- together seems like a life time . It was
BAND AND HEY, SWEETH EART the happiest time of my life. I Loved
Bab)' Toes, It's said that things didn 't l'VE BEEN SAV ING ALL MY you then, I Love You Now, and I will
work out for us, I really wanted them LOV.E 4 U!!!
always love you . Thank you for beto . Maybe if you had given it a se- from all of us, Mr . Howard, Myckie, ing my first Jove. Signed : a Friend
cond chance .it wou ld have, oh well and Hap .
I guess we'll never kno\v . There is one
To Mr . C hris Cathcart :
thing that I do know and you should
You're a tough one, but I haven 't
know also and that is that I still'love Melany Wilcox ,
given up yel . I'm su re yciu 're worth
you very much. I'm here .
I saw th,e most beautiful pink and ii. Need I say from whom?
Love, I Al\l.'ays Will
green rose plan1ed in a bed or it' s O\Yn
'
kind; I looked again and it was you . Shelby Fresh
' ' Little C assanova'' :
I decided to 1ake you home; my heart
You are a beautiful · per son . and soul said yes but my mind said Which one do you adore, the dog in
Remember, you have the power and no! Yo u know why . Signed, Wanting your life or the 1944? ·California
Cooler
··
intellect to overcome any situation you baby .
you could ever enco unler . I'm beside
Where's Burkina Faiio?
you all the \Yay . Love , Cheri .
Joe G ibso n:
•
C leolanya ·
H appy Birthday , The Li\•e 011e fro n1 So its been 4 months, and you got it
To Tony ' ' Holl yw6od '' John son
at 4. So tell us, wil l you go back for
Happ)' Brithday!! ! Just a Ji11Je lat e, Ma ryland!
Sorr y!!! Love you alwa)'S Eda Marie.
• more? The p et Fresh Crew
To 1/ 7/ 66
Ho\v dare you . You ho11es1ly believed I 1hought there were only tribes in
Africa--now really! What a shame , I
'''aS hoping we could get to knO\\'
each other better . Oh " 'ell ... .

ATTENTIO N
VERONI C A
SAUNDERS a .k.a . "BABY DOLL"
IT'S TIME TO C ELEBRATE!!!!
YOU FINALLY C AUG HT UP
\VITH YOUR GIRLS ...
HAPPY 21 st BIRTHDAY!!!!!
Lo ve Charlene and Lauren

Mr. IBM
You're the object o·f my desire . Love
1718 \/i
Lang, I am glad to see that you are
holding on to one branch when there
are many on ihe tree. From the Inside

'

Johnson Excells
on
Field
"
.

Conlinut"d

from

pagt"
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is a quality person and an excellent football coacl). Everything
I heard about him was positive."
Johnson appears to be catching

on to the intricacies of college football quickly.

''His anticipation is so good,''
said Jeffries. "He's doing things
out there that it takes four years to
teach."
"It's basically the·same game (as
in high school)," said Johnson.
'"The players are a lot faster and
some are stronger, but you still

,

have to go out and play."

down in the game room."

'

"I hoped to play some coming in-

While on the football field,
Johnson does not play games. He
leads the team with three interceptions and has been credited
with 17 tackles (seven unassisted),

to Howard," added Johnson about
the transition from high school to
college. "If you give 100 percent,
the best things will happen. "

one fumble recovery and one pass

Johnson said he likes the competitiveneBS of football and added,
''I've been playing since I was 10
years old; I gueBS it's just a part of
me."
His hobbies include playing bas·

ketball and video games. ''If I'm

deflection. There is much
room for
•
improvement. ''I'm not playing
consistently. I'm messing up on "
assignments and miBBingtackles."
When he improves in those
areas, more honors are sure to

not at practice or in study·hall, I'm

follow.

Second Chance Program
Continued
. from pal.". J . • ·
the program jumped from 863 people in March 1984 to 3,317 by July
1985. Approximately 360 of these

·residents are at the Occoquan
facility. Computer labs have bee.n
set up in all facilites, and a 16hour hotline has been· set up for

ex-residents who need help in adjusting to the community.

The succeBB rate of those residents who participate in the prois high. Ninety percent of the
Occoquan residents who participated in the Second Chance pro-

gram

gram passed their Graduate

Equiv al ency Ue gree ex-

the community when they are released, and as such can be viewed

aminations in May 1985. And in
June and July of 1985, 62 resi- ail~longrunsolutiontotheprison
denta who left prison facilities overcrowding problem in the Diswere placed in jobs. Five o( these District. · ,
·
inmates came from the Occoquan
"The problem is that people who
facilities. This job placement leave prison often return to the

aspect of the program is one oft.he

community and commit more

most important. "After I graduate crimes. They end up back in jail.
from this digital electronics cl888 This program instills a clump of
and leave Occoquan, they will help attitude in our residents as well as
me find a job. That's a real impors : providing them witha usefullakill
tantaspectoftheprogramforme." that will help them findjobe when

Hare said programs such as they leave prison. Few people who
Second Chances push inmates participate in the program return
toward successful interaction with to prison." Hare said. 1

Howard Battles· in Loss
Coatlnued rrOm pa1e 13
80-yard driv& was highlighted .by
Glare'• 48 yard pass to David Nor-

' But Howard's defense rose
twice.
to occasaion both times causing
the Bulldogs to fumble the ball

man.

away.

Howard battled right back using the n1nniog and l"'ss;ng of DeBose. He led the Bison on a fiveplay, 61-yard drive that culmin·
ated when he carried the ball in for
an 11-yard tou .•hdown. The pointafter kick tied the score at 14-14.
Onthedrive,DeBosecarriedthree
times for 33 yarda (109 for the
game) and coriipleted a 27-yard
pentoTonyMcCl•in.Jelfrieoaaid

On the first fumble, Bison defensive nose tackle Billy Dores hit
Miller at the 15syard line causing
him to fumble the ball. Reggie
Miles 1 ecovered for the Bison. The
second fumble was caused when
Foale was met by several Bison.
George Lynch recovered for the
Bison.'
ThehalfendedwithSouthCaroJina State lewling 21-14.

ATTENT ION
ALL
ANGLICAN / EP I SCOPA L
STUDENTS:
During the week of October 7-11, · IF YOU WANT TO LOOK BET-'
THE MEN OF PHI BETA SIGMA there will be a registration of TER THAN EVE R ... Revo lutionary
FRATERNITY , I NC., ALPHA
Episcopal students at Andrew Rankin Ah.ti-Aging Skin Care products for- he thouaht DeBo•e played ''a
The teem• traded pozssesiona in
CHAPTER would like to thank all
Memorial Chapel Basement Lounge mulated j ust for you.· Call whale cl a game."
the third quarter with neither of
those who attended their seminar en- beginning' each day at 12 noon un- 301-681 -7888. Proven Results. InexThe Bulldop' oft'en"a ocored leaa them ocoring.
titled "SOUTH AFRICA: WHOSE til ... A complimenta ry lunch Will be pensive. New ... Nu Skin International
than two minutee later when Fogs
South Carolina State opened the
PROBLEM IS SHE?"
Inc.
served.
gle buatetl up the middle and ran fourth quarter ocoring when Glam
for a 47-yard touchdown, makiDI ' ocored on · an llsyard toucbcl6wn
Attention State Clubs!
The NOBUCS Education and
FACULTY-STUDENTS
Do you have a QueCn for your State Research Committee will present Part TAJ Book Service - A student own- the ICOre 20-14. The point-after run, making the ICOll'e 27sl4 with
Club? If so, Homecoming would like I of our EDUCATIONAL FILM ed and operated enterprise is paying kick made it 2lsl4 with 11:46 left 10:83 left in the final quarter. The
your Queen to participate in The Miss . SERIES entitled ''THE ERA OF caSh for used and unwanted text In the 11 cond quarter.
point-after kick fa!Jed, leaving the
Howard Pageant and The Rhapsody BLACK SLAVERY" at 6:00 p.m. in books with resale market value. For
.South CaroliJla State _..at27sl4.
in Blue Affair. Please Contact, Jen- Room L-141, Sub-level One, details Contact Tim Jones at (202) tl>Nat111dtoblowthep-6PeD
N1ldiltltoptotbe.._U!ll11
nifer A. Providence 636-5932.
Undergraduate Library. All arc in- 722-0701. Thanks for supporti111 a later In the quarter when It moved put Brawn Into the p - . He reDeallline Monday Oct. 7 al 3:00 p.m . vited to~ attend .
student enterprise.
lnal«!e the BllOD 20syard line .,,.,...iod bJ' l11dln1 the
on

m...

~

Congratulatio ns to Leroy Thorpe.
You a re now one of the Outstanding
Young Men of·America. ·Keep it up.
Kristina and .Cheri se.

an ' 11-play, 76-yard touchdown
drive that ended with him acorina
on a quarterback· onealt. Nicholaisen's kick made the acore 27s21.
The big play of the drive wu a
fourth-and-seven play from the
Bulldogs' 40-yard line. On the
play, Brown oompletecl a 12-yard
sideline pan to Curiia Ch•ppell
for the flret clown.
The Bjaon dodpd a bullet When
the Bulldop' Richard DIX ml 1 d
a 36-yard fieJd gM) OD South Carolina State'• po1 111km fbllowlq
7

B!-

the Biaon'• tolvhlown.
Two pa 11111iona later tbe
mounted their ftml drift. But all
but ended when an olll.:i•I 11id
John- otepp1d aut clboon.... an

the appanmt taueM•wn.

. "We'i'e·U I~ ~ Uld ......
"pt t.o jiO~ thet in·b, ]pH .J &..
iee. "I know Mia W ... w flal
we'n c1otn1 plCl thtnp.•

·

TheBi. . . uea«111 ntowanil

ne1• ,... W'l1" 1£ Bs '1

Wi-.S.•r n, Nanll
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OetobM' 12. '
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